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Abstract
The introduction of multimedia tra c, which is both sensitive to delays, and is bandwidthintensive, has greatly increased the complexities of bandwidth allocation in computer networks. Existing ow and congestion control techniques, which were designed to provide
best-eort service to mainly data tra c, have been shown to be unsuitable in a network
where tra c ows with widely dierent service requirements have to coexist. New tra c
control mechanism are urgently needed that can isolate the dierent classes of network
tra c, and can regulate bandwidth according to predetermined policies. In this thesis, we
propose a pair of bandwidth regulation schemes that can regulate tra c ows belonging to
dierent classes. The rst mechanism, designed for use in a traditional packet-switched network, performs bandwidth regulation at two levels, distributing the total link bandwidth
among, rst, tra c classes, and second, individual ows within each tra c class. The
second mechanism has been designed for use in an ATM network, which supports both connectionless as well as connection-oriented tra c. It performs bandwidth allocation among
multiple levels, rst allocating bandwidth among connectionless and connection-oriented
tra c, then apportioning the bandwidth allocated to connectionless tra c among the connectionless tra c classes, and nally among individual tra c ows. We have developed
protocols to implement each of these mechanism in a distributed manner, with minimum
overhead. Simulation experiments have been performed to demonstrate the eectiveness of
the protocols.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Computer networks were originally implemented to permit the e cient utilization of distributed computing resources and the dissemination of research information. The Internet,
for example, was developed in the early seventies to facilitate the collaboration between
universities, the military, and defense contractors. The protocols used by the Internet, the
Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol (TCP/IP) suite, were developed for the
e cient transport of data tra c. The applications that were expected to use the network
were text-based, such as remote login, le transfer, and electronic mail. The typical tra c
pattern generated by these applications consisted of short periods of high activity (bursts)
separated by lengthy inactive periods. They required a reliable end-to-end transport mechanism. These applications, however, did not have very strict requirements on the delay
experienced by the tra c.
The choice of a suitable communication paradigm for the Internet was based on the
characteristics of the tra c it was expected to support. The Internet designers adopted
a store-and-forward, packet-switched network paradigm for the Internet. Data transfer
took place in connectionless mode, in which a source and a destination do not have to
engage in an explicit connection establishment procedure before data can be transferred.
This was in contrast to the connection-oriented mode used in circuit-switched networks,
(e.g., the telephone network), in which the source and a destination had to establish an
end-to-end connection before initiating data transfer. In this thesis, we will refer to an
unidirectional end-to-end tra c stream from a source to a destination, traveling over one
or more network links, as a trac ow or simply a ow. In the connectionless data transfer
1
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paradigm, when a user wishes to transmit a message, it simply submits the message to
the network, without performing any connection initialization. If the size of the message
is greater than the maximum packet size allowed by the network, the message is split into
one or more packets. As no connections have been established, the network has to insert
the full address of the destination into each packet. The packets are then independently
routed through the network to the destination, where they are reassembled if necessary. The
message is then delivered to the destination application. Unlike circuit-switched networks,
there is no explicit reservation of bandwidth or other network resources for any end-toend tra c stream between a source and a destination. Instead, the network provides a
so-called best-eort service, in which network resources are shared among all tra c streams
on an on-demand basis. The network only guarantees that all data packets will be correctly
delivered to the destination. However, no guarantees are made as to the delay experienced
by the packets, nor to the dierences in the delay encountered by individual packets (jitter).
The lack of timing guarantees was not a hindrance to data applications, because, as noted
before, such applications are relatively insensitive to timing constraints.
The paradigm of the Internet was adequate as long as the characteristics of the tra c
was comprised, for the most part, of bursty data tra c. However, this situation began to
change in the late eighties. The simultaneous development of digital audio and video applications such as digital telephony and compressed video and the development of audio and
video hardware for computers led to the development of a new class of network applications,
the so-called multimedia applications. Examples of such applications include audio- and
video-conferencing tools and the World-Wide Web.
The requirements of multimedia tra c are fundamentally dierent from that of data
tra c. Multimedia applications must provide the appearance of a smooth continuous stream
of data. For instance, video on demand applications should provide thirty video frames per
second at the destination, otherwise the video will appear jerky. In audio-conferencing, if
packets do not arrive at the destination at regular intervals, then there would be unnatural
pauses in the conversation. In order to satisfy these timing constraints, multimedia applications impose an upper bound on the transmission delay that each frame can experience.
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There must also be an upper bound on the variation of the delay experienced by individual
packets. These timing constraints are far more stringent than those on data applications.
On the other hand, multimedia applications are more tolerant of errors than data applications. Minor errors within a frame are often undetectable by users. Even the loss of an
entire frame may be handled by extrapolation techniques. Therefore, multimedia ows can
aord to sacrice reliability in order to ensure timely deliver of packets. This is in sharp
contrast to data applications, which must tolerate delays (e.g., due to retransmission) in
order to ensure reliable data transfer.
When this new type of tra c was introduced into existing computer networks, the
limitations of the best-eort model became apparent. In order to ensure the service levels
demanded by multimedia applications, the network needs to dedicate a certain bandwidth
to each multimedia tra c stream. The network also must be prepared to deny access to
new tra c streams if doing so would violate existing commitments. However, the existing
network paradigm, which provides a best-eort service, does not support either resource
reservation or admission control. A multimedia tra c stream on such a network could be
easily disrupted by a second multimedia tra c stream or a sudden burst of data tra c.
Thus a new mechanism is needed to support multimedia tra c.
A great deal of research has been carried out in order to determine a suitable paradigm
for supporting multimedia applications in computer networks. In the rest of this chapter we
briey highlight the main approaches in this discussion. A fuller treatment of the various
solutions that have been proposed in the literature is presented in Chapter 2.
1. Add more bandwidth: The main cause of the disruptions in multimedia service is the
contention for insu cient network bandwidth between multiple ows. If su cient
resources are always available to satisfy the requirements of the network tra c then it
would be possible to support multimedia tra c on existing networks. However, this
solution does not scale and becomes impractical with the rise in multimedia tra c
levels. Furthermore, it has been observed that even with the availability of su cient
resources, the burstiness of data tra c can cause unexpected service deviations for
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multimedia tra c.
2. Allow resource reservation with admission control: In this approach, each new ow has
to specify its requirements to the network prior to initiating transmission. Admission
control functions determine whether the network has su cient resources to support
the new ow. The ow will be accepted only if the network can provide the resources
needed to support the service requirements of the ow without degrading the service
commitments made to pre-existing ows. Resource reservation by the network will
guarantee the strict requirements of multimedia ows regarding delay, jitter and error
rate. However, this approach has a number of problems. The main di culty is that
resource reservation is incompatible with the existing view of the network as a shared
resource. Admission control implies that users may be denied access to the network,
which is contrary to the shared nature of the network.
3. Regulate resources without admission control: This approach attempts to improve
the network's ability to cope with the requirements of real-time applications, but
maintains the notion of the network as a shared resource. A main advantage of
resource regulation schemes over admission control based reservation schemes is that
they preserve the existing paradigm of viewing an internetwork as a shared resource.
However, due to the absence of admission control, resource regulation schemes have
strict limitations. Since the number of ows in the network is not restricted, the
service received by individual ows may degrade arbitrarily.
In general, resource regulation schemes do not dedicate resources to individual ows.
Rather, the network enforces policies to distribute available resources to the ows.
Resource regulation can be enforced on individual ows or on sets of ows. In this
thesis, we dene a set of tra c ows that have some common characteristics, e.g., the
type of application, the protocol used, the service requirements, or the location of the
tra c source, as a trac class or a ow class 34]. In ow class regulation schemes,
the network controls the bandwidth allocation to ow classes as a whole, as distinct
from individual ows 10, 35]. A dierent policy for resource regulation is to enforce
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fairness conditions for all ows in the network 20, 43]. Ideally, however, a resource
regulation mechanism should simultaneously enforce policies for both ow classes and
individual ows.
4. Develop a new network paradigm: As we have highlighted before, existing computer
networks are not designed either to support the high data transmission rates or the
quality of service that new multimedia applications require. The rst and third approaches do not address this issue, but concentrate on providing the best possible
service over existing networks. Adopting the second approach also has serious disadvantages. A key point that all the three approaches have missed is that data tra c and
multimedia tra c have fundamentally dierent characteristics and must be treated
dierently by the network. The best solution would be to have the network provide
connectionless, best-eort service to data tra c, and provide connection-oriented service with delay guarantees to multimedia tra c.
The goal of the proposed Broadband | Integrated Service Digital Network (B{ISDN)
is to develop a high-speed network that would be capable of carrying data, voice, video,
and images. It attempts to integrate all telecommunication services, viz. telephone,
facsimile, video and data tra c 17]. A B{ISDN network is capable of very highspeed data access rates (155 Mb/s). In addition, the B{ISDN network allows dierent
classes of tra c to be treated separately.
Of the four approaches presented so far, we discard the rst approach, that of adding
more bandwidth, because it is impractical and highly expensive to increase the bandwidth
of a network on a regular basis. Adopting the resource reservation approach implies that
admission control mechanisms have to be implemented in the network. This would cause
a conict with existing applications, which view the network as a shared resource. If admission control was enforced on on all tra c ows, existing applications would have to be
modied. On the other hand, if existing best-eort applications are allowed free access to
the network, then the resource reservation mechanism would be unable to provide guarantees on the quality of service to ows that requested guaranteed service. The resource
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regulation approach attempts to provide relative service guarantees without enforcing admission control. It avoids the incompatibility problem by maintaining the notion of the
network as a shared resource. In x1.1, we discuss the resource regulation approach in more
detail. The last approach, the B{ISDN approach, is fundamentally dierent from the rst
three approaches. Unlike the previous three approaches, it does not provide all classes of
tra c with the same type of service. Rather, it attempts to provide each class of tra c,
with the service that best matches the requirements of the tra c class. The details of this
approach are discussed in x1.2.

1.1 Resource Regulation on Internetworks
A resource regulation mechanism does not reserve network resources for individual ows,
and hence can not provide explicit performance guarantees. Instead, it regulates the use
of scarce resources by the ows, so that all ows receive a fair share of the resource. We
have chosen to concentrate on regulating bandwidth because it is the scarcest resource
in present-day computer networks. Lack of adequate bandwidth is the cause of problems
such as delay and jitter variations and packet losses due to buer overows. We present a
bandwidth regulation mechanism that regulates bandwidth among ows classes and among
individual ows belonging to a particular ow class. The objectives of our approach are to
implement specic policies to distribute available bandwidth between ow classes (interclass regulation) and between ows from the same class (intra-class regulation). The policies
for bandwidth regulation that are considered in this study are as follows:


Inter-class fairness | If at any point of time, the ows of a ow class do not fully
utilize the current guarantee, the unused bandwidth is divided among all ow classes
which can utilize the bandwidth for transmission.



Intra-class fairness | For each ow class, a so-called share at a link provides the
maximum link bandwidth available to each ow from this class. The maximum endto-end throughput of a ow is limited by the link with the smallest share on the path
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Figure 1.1: Flows and Flow Classes on a Network Link.
of the ow.
In Figure 1.1 we illustrate the relation between ows, shown as arrows, and ow classes,
shown as pipes, for a single link. Inter-class regulation is concerned with allocating link
bandwidth to the ow classes, i.e., video, le transfer, and audio ow classes in Figure 1.1.
Intra-class regulation is concerned with distributing bandwidth within a single ow class.
For example, for the video ow class, intra-class regulation determines the fraction of videoclass bandwidth that is made available to a single video ow.
Our solution recognizes the fact that network tra c now consists of components with
widely dierent requirements and attempts to treat these components separately. By providing regulation mechanisms at the both the intra-class and inter-class levels, it prevents
ows with large tra c rates from throttling ows with low tra c rates. Consider a situation
in which a video ow with a load of 10Mb/s and an audio ow with a load of 64 Kb/s both
try to access a link of capacity 10Mb/s. Under the existing FIFO mechanism, the video ow
would overwhelm the link and severely restrict the throughput of the audio ow, as both
would be contending for the same bandwidth. In our approach, inter-class regulation would
prevent the video ow class from obtaining the entire bandwidth of the link. The video
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class can only obtain the bandwidth not being used by the audio ow class. The video ow
will therefore be restricted to the bandwidth not being used by the audio ow. This would
allow the much smaller audio ow to obtain its requirement. Even in the situation where
the two ows belong to the same tra c class, intra-class fairness will ensure that both ows
receive a fair share of the bandwidth.

1.2 Resource Regulation in B{ISDN
The B{ISDN network standards were developed by the ITU-T in response to the emerging
needs for high-speed communications and enabling technologies to support new services in
an integrated fashion 17]. It is designed to carry data, voice, images, and video at very
high speeds ranging from 155Mb/s to the so-called gigabit speeds. In 1988, the ITU-T, as
a part of its eorts to standardize B{ISDN, chose Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) as
the multiplexing and switching technique for B{ISDN networks. ATM allows transmission
of xed-sized packets, called cells, at speeds upto several gigabits per second. In contrast to
existing data networks, in which data transfers take place in a connectionless mode, ATM
only allows connection-oriented data transfer. A virtual connection (VC) must be set up
between a source and a destination before initiating data transfer. ATM also provides the
concept of a virtual path (VP) to manipulate a set of VCs as a single channel.
ATM networks are expected to be deployed in two phases 23]. In the rst phase,
ATM is used to form private local area networks (LANs) or as a private backbone to LANs
in a customer premise network. In the second phase, ATM LANs are interconnected to
form ATM Wide Area Networks (WANs). For a smooth transition to the new technology,
it is vital that ATM supports existing data communications applications. In other words,
ATM networks must provide a mechanism to support connectionless tra c generated in
traditional LANs and MANs. At present, there are several dierent approaches for providing
connectionless service in ATM networks 1, 3, 8, 11, 25, 29]. However, most work in this
area conform to either of the two general models outlined by the ITU-T { the Indirect Model
and the Direct Model 16].
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Figure 1.2: Approaches to Supporting Connectionless Tra c on ATM Networks.


Indirect Model:
In the Indirect Model, the ATM network provides no specic service to connectionless
tra c. The Inter-Working Units (IWUs) connecting LANs to the ATM network have
to direct the connectionless tra c to the appropriate destination across the ATM
network. In order to carry out this function, the source IWU would have to set up
connections to the destination IWU, allocate adequate bandwidth for the connection,
and also implement ow and congestion control policies. As LAN packets are typically
several orders of magnitude larger than an ATM cell, the IWU would also have to
segment the packets originating in the LANs into ATM cells. Similarly, the destination
IWU will have to reassemble the cells back into a packet before it can be forwarded
to the destination system. The connections between the source and destination IWUs
may either be set up permanently or on demand. If permanent or semi-permanent
connections are established, then the overheads for data transfer will be negligible.
But maintenance of the connections would become a problem as the number of IWUs
increases. On-demand connection setup can avoid the maintenance problem, but it
would lead to signicant overhead in data transfer, as a connection would have to be
established for each packet that is to be transmitted.



Direct Model:
In the Direct Model, the ATM network supports connectionless service by means of
Connectionless Servers (CLS), which are entities within the ATM network providing
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Connectionless Service Functions (CLSF) 18]. Host systems, which may either be individual computers or local area networks, need to maintain a xed or semi-permanent
connection to any particular CLS, via an IWU. The CLSs themselves are linked together by VPs, forming a virtual overlay network on top of the ATM network. In this
scheme, the source IWU will rst segment the packet into a sequence of ATM cells. It
then transmits the ATM cells to its CLS, irrespective of the actual destination of the
packet. The CLS will reassemble each packet, determine its destination and route it
to a neighboring CLS. In this manner, the packet is segmented and reassembled and
routed by successive CLSs until it reaches its destination IWU. This scheme has the
advantage of not requiring a completely connected mesh of VPs to link a given set
of IWUs. However, the processing of a packet at an intermediate CLS involves two
complex stages. First, the packet has to be reassembled from ATM cells, before the
CLS can determine its destination, and second, after its route has been determined,
the packet has to be segmented back into ATM cells before it can be transmitted.
This extra overhead tends to reduce the e ciency of the network.

Various schemes, all based on the above two models have been proposed in the literature. The CLS-based approach has been proposed as an implementation for the Switched
Multimegabit Data Service (SMDS) 4, 8]. The indirect model has been found more suitable
for ATM LANs 29]. In 25], a virtual overlay network is implemented on top of an ATM
network to support connectionless services. The bandwidth allocated to the VPs forming
the virtual network are dynamically adjusted based on the tra c demands. A comprehensive discussion of the issues involved in designing an architecture for connectionless data
service in a public ATM network may be found in 1].
Any network protocol that implements either of the two models outlines above will
have to address the issue of bandwidth allocation to connection-oriented and connectionless
tra c. Obviously, a static allocation of bandwidth to VPs carrying connectionless tra c
will result in wastage of bandwidth during periods of low intensity of connectionless tra c,
and in congestion during periods of high tra c intensity. A better alternative is to vary the
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bandwidth allocation dynamically, using the actual connectionless tra c load as a heuristic
for determining the bandwidth allocation. However, even if su cient bandwidth is allocated
to connectionless tra c, one still has to address the problem of distributing the bandwidth to
individual connectionless tra c ows. Treating all connectionless ows equally is not a good
solution, because, as noted previously, ows can have widely dierent service requirements,
and consequently, require dierent bandwidth allocation policies. A better solution would
be to allocate bandwidth in two stages. In the rst stage, bandwidth would be allocated
to dierent tra c classes. In the second stage, the bandwidth allocated to a tra c class
would be divided among individual tra c ows. Thus, a bandwidth regulation mechanism
that has to manage dierent types of connectionless tra c ows should have the capability
to adapt to changing tra c loads at multiple levels. We therefore propose a multi-level
bandwidth regulation with three levels: long-term regulation, medium-term regulation, and
short-term regulation.
 Long-term regulation (or VP regulation) is concerned with the allocation of bandwidth to VPs that carry connectionless tra c. At the end of a VP update interval, the
bandwidth allocated to a VP with connectionless tra c is increased if the utilization of the
VP exceeds a threshold value and there is bandwidth available on the link. The bandwidth
allocation is decreased if the utilization falls below the threshold or if there is a high demand
from connection-oriented tra c.
 Medium-term regulation (or class regulation) distributes the bandwidth allocated
to connectionless tra c among ow classes, i.e., a set of tra c ows possessing similar
characteristics and service requirements. For instance, all e-mail tra c could comprise
a single ow class, and tra c related to distributed processing could constitute another
ow class. The division of bandwidth among ow classes consists of providing bandwidth
guarantees. The guarantees are not xed but dynamically adjusted based on the newly
introduced concept of class level fairness. Classes which cannot utilize their full guarantee
have their guarantees reduced. The bandwidth obtained is divided proportionately among
classes which can utilize the extra guarantee. It is to be noted that long-term and mediumterm regulation have no notion of individual tra c ows and only regulate aggregations of
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Figure 1.3: Multi-level Bandwidth Regulation.
tra c ows, i.e., entire ow classes.
 For short-term regulation (or ow regulation), which involves the allocation of bandwidth to individual ows, we use the idea of inter-class fairness and intra-class fairness that
were discussed in the context of bandwidth regulation for internetworks.
In Figure 1.3 we illustrate the three levels at which bandwidth regulation is performed. The bandwidth at the ATM link is divided among VPs carrying connectionless
and connection-oriented tra c. This stage of the allocation is governed by long-term regulation. The bandwidth allocated to the VP carrying connectionless tra c is then divided
among connectionless ow classes, such as video, le transfer, and audio ow classes, by
medium-term regulation. Finally, the bandwidth allocated to each ow class is divided
among ows belonging to that class. This stage of bandwidth allocation is determined by
short-term regulation.
The multi-level regulation addresses two separate but related problems. The rst
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problem, to regulate the amount of bandwidth being allocated to the connectionless trafc ows belonging to the dierent tra c classes, is similar to the bandwidth regulation
problem addressed in x1.1. The solution we have proposed, i.e., the short-term regulation
mechanism, is similar to the solution proposed in x1.1. While short-term regulation is primarily concerned with regulating bandwidth allocation to individual ows, we also take
advantage of the virtual path mechanism of the ATM network to regulate the bandwidth
guarantees made to the ow classes (medium-term regulation). This allows the network to
respond to more long-term changes in the behavior of the tra c. This is in contrast to the
solution proposed in x1.1, where the class guarantees are xed. The second problem, which
is unique to ATM networks, is the problem of regulating the bandwidth being allocated to
connectionless and connection-oriented tra c. This problem is addressed by the long-term
regulation mechanism.

1.3 Thesis Outline
The remainder of the thesis is outlined as follows. In Chapter 2, we discuss the various
solutions that have been proposed in the literature. Earlier regulation mechanisms focussed
on the problem of regulating bandwidth on internetworks. A popular technique is the
use of scheduling disciplines at routers to regulate bandwidth utilization. We consider
several dierent types of scheduling disciplines and study their relative advantages and
disadvantages. We also consider the use of rate-control mechanisms, especially in the context
of hierarchical scheduling architectures.
The emergence of ATM networks as the technology for B{ISDN has led to the development of a new class of bandwidth regulation mechanisms. We survey several dierent
classes of techniques for achieving bandwidth regulation in ATM networks. In particular,
we focus on the eorts of the ATM Forum to develop ow and congestion control techniques
for the newly-dened Available-Bit-Rate Tra c 12].
In Chapter 3, we formally propose our bandwidth regulation mechanism. We rst
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present the mathematical requirements of inter-class and intra-class fairness in a packetswitched network and provide a maximal bandwidth allocation that simultaneously satises
both inter-class and intra-class fairness. We then develop a multi-level bandwidth regulation mechanism for regulating connectionless tra c in an ATM network. The rst level,
short-term regulation, is based on the idea of inter-class and intra-class fairness, similar
to the mechanism developed for packet-switched networks. The second level, medium-term
regulation, dynamically adjusts the class guarantees based on the average load of the classes.
The third level, long-term regulation, controls the allocation of bandwidth to VPs carrying
connectionless tra c.
In Chapter 4, we rst develop a simple protocol to implement the bandwidth allocation scheme developed for packet-switched internetworks. The protocol is presented as
a set of extensions to a connectionless network layer protocol. We describe a simulation
experiment that demonstrates the eectiveness of the protocol. We then develop a protocol to implement the multi-level bandwidth allocation mechanism for ATM networks. The
protocol is similar to the one developed for packet-switched networks and assumes that the
ATM network supports connectionless tra c via a virtual network of CLSs. We also present
a series of simulation experiments designed to illustrate the multilevel regulation achieved
by the protocol.
Finally in Chapter 5, we discuss the contributions of the thesis, and the directions of
future work.

Chapter 2
Literature Survey
The problem of regulating scarce bandwidth among competing ows has been extensively
discussed in the literature. Early investigations into this problem focussed on packetswitched networks. The studies proposed various methods, such as the use of appropriate scheduling disciplines coupled with admission control functions 6, 7], or the use of
rate-control mechanisms 10, 34, 35]. These are discussed in x2.1.
The development of ATM networks necessitated the development of a new class of
bandwidth regulation mechanisms, which take into account the demands of the high switching rate and the small size of cells. In x2.2 we give a brief overview of bandwidth control
mechanisms for ATM networks in general. We conclude the chapter by considering the
eorts of the ATM Forum to develop ow and congestion control mechanisms for the newlydened Available-Bit-Rate (ABR) tra c in x2.3 12].

2.1 Bandwidth Regulation Mechanisms for Internetworks
Early research on bandwidth regulation concentrated on providing a minimum guaranteed
service to individual ows irrespective of the network load. The preferred mechanism for
achieving this goal is by means of appropriate scheduling disciplines at the routers. However,
scheduling disciplines need admission control functions in order to maintain the guaranteed
service levels. As the Internet does not support admission control, this class of algorithms
cannot be applied. Rate control mechanisms have been investigated in an eort to retain the
traditional, best-eort paradigm of the Internet 10, 35]. This class of bandwidth regulation
15
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mechanisms dene a hierarchical set of ow classes and share the link bandwidth among
the classes according to fairness criteria. Another scheme 20] allocates a certain maximum
rate of transmission to each ow in the network. The network will only accept packets from
a ow as long as the ow does not violate the allocated transmission rates. In contrast to
admission control mechanisms, no restrictions are placed on the admissibility of a ow. Fair
bandwidth regulation can be achieved by using fairness mechanisms.

2.1.1 Rate-based Scheduling Disciplines
One of the earlier approaches to regulating bandwidth is based on suitable scheduling algorithms at the intermediate gateways. A rate-based scheduling discipline guarantees a
minimum rate of service to each ow, irrespective of the behavior of other ows. Several
variations have been proposed to replace the traditional FIFO scheduling mechanism. In the
Fair Queuing mechanism 6, 7], the bandwidth available on an output line is equally divided
among all ows sharing that line. If a ow uses less than its share, the spare bandwidth
is equally divided among the rest. Fair Queuing emulates a bitwise round{robin service.
Variations of Fair Queuing can assign dierent fractions of the bandwidth to dierent ows
by assigning weights to the ows 28]. In 14], the Fair Queuing discipline has been enhanced
with a window-based ow control mechanism to avoid having to drop packets in the network. A scheme to emulate the Time Division Multiplexing (TDM) service discipline, the
so-called Virtual Clock scheme, is proposed in 42]. It allocates a virtual `transmission time'
to each packet, which is the time at which the packet would be transmitted if the scheduling
discipline was actually TDM. The Delay Earliest-Due-Date scheduling mechanism 9] is an
extension of the classic Earliest-Due-Date scheduling 26]. In this mechanism, each ow has
to negotiate with the router to obtain a service contract. The router contracts to provide a
certain delay bound on each packet if the source submits packets in accordance with prespecied peak and average sending rates. The router sets the deadline for each packet to
the time it would have been sent if it had been transmitted according to the agreed sending
rate. The router provides a hard delay bound by reserving bandwidth at the peak rate for
each ow.
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The Jitter Earliest-Due-Date scheme 37] extends the Delay-EDD scheme to enforce
bounds on the minimum as well as the maximum delay (delay-jitter bounds). At every
router a packet is stamped with the dierence between its deadline and the actual nishing
time. At the next router, a packet is made eligible for service only after it has waited
for a period of time according to the timestamp. The Jitter Earliest-Due-Date mechanism
enforces that a packet receives a constant delay at every router, hence jitter guarantees
can be provided. The Stop-and-Go service discipline 13] divides time into frames. In each
frame, only packets arriving at the router in the previous frame are sent. This prevents the
tra c from becoming bursty and enforces a delay-jitter bound on the packets. The delay
and jitter bounds that can be provided by a Stop-and-Go mechanism are determined by
the length of the frame. Hence multiple frame sizes must be used to provide dierent delay
and jitter bounds. The Hierarchical Round Robin (HRR) scheme 21] denes several service
levels, each of which has a xed number of slots (for packets). A router cycles through the
levels, servicing the slots in each level in a round-robin manner. In this mechanism, the
router requires a constant amount of time, called the frame time, to service all the slots at a
given level. Thus, each level receives a xed share of the link bandwidth. A ow is assigned
to a particular service level, based on its service requirements. Bandwidth allocation is
performed by reserving a number of slots for the ow in the selected service level. Each
slot reserved by the ow will be serviced exactly once in every frame time. This allows the
HRR scheme to provide a maximum delay bound to each packet.
The comparative advantages and drawbacks of the scheduling disciplines discussed
above have been studied in 41]. The biggest complaint against the scheduling disciplines
is that their only mechanism of congestion control is the dropping of cells at the congested
gateway. The cells that are dropped in the network have, however, already consumed
network resources, and as such, dropping them implies a wastage of network resources. In
current high-speed networks, even a brief period of congestion is likely to cause a large
number of cells to be dropped. If there is an end-to-end retransmission mechanism in
place, then the congestion will be further worsened by the retransmission of the lost cells.
This observation leads us to the conclusion that rate-based scheduling disciplines must be
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supplemented by some form of end-to-end rate control mechanism, such as 14].

2.1.2 Link-Sharing Mechanisms
A hierarchical scheduling architecture has been proposed in 34], in which the link bandwidth is divided amongst various tra c classes, such as guaranteed tra c, predictive tra c
and elastic tra c classes. The guaranteed service class consists of those applications which
require perfectly reliable delay and jitter bounds (so-called hard guarantees). The predictive service class comprises applications that can tolerate minor uctuations in the service
provided. Predictive service applications do not receive hard guarantees, but merely a commitment from the network that only a limited percentage of packets will fail to receive the
service guaranteed. The elastic service class consists of applications that do not require
quantitative performance guarantees from the network and receive \as{soon{as{possible"
service only. Packets belonging to each class are queued separately at the switches. The
hierarchical scheduling mechanism services the queue with guaranteed tra c only when
necessary to meet guaranteed delay bounds. However at a given point in time, if there
exists a packet in the guaranteed service queue that must be transmitted in order to meet
delay requirements, then the scheduling mechanism will give absolute priority to the guaranteed service queue. This allows the scheduling mechanism to enforce hard guarantees on
the delay and jitter bounds provided to ows in the guaranteed service class. Otherwise,
the scheduler is free to transmit a packet from either the predictive service queue or the
elastic service queue, subject to the restriction that choosing the elastic service queue will
not violate commitments made to the predictive service class.
A mechanism based on the above architecture, link-sharing, has been proposed in 10].
In this mechanism, ows are organized into hierarchical classes, and bandwidth assigned
accordingly. Flows may obtain excess, or unutilized bandwidth, in a hierarchical manner.
The unutilized bandwidth is rst claimed from the ow's immediate siblings in the hierarchy,
before bandwidth from more distant ow's are claimed. Another approach to hierarchical
link-sharing is presented in 35], in which ows are organized in a hierarchy of classes,
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Figure 2.1: Throughput Restriction Due to a Bottleneck Link.
with bandwidth guarantees to classes at each level. It provides for a mixture of static highpriority ow classes and dynamic low priority ow classes. However, both approaches do not
investigate the interactions between ows covering multiple links. Neither do they provide
a mechanism for implementing intra-class fairness. In particular, they do not regulate the
bandwidth allocation to individual ows explicitly. Such regulation can only be achieved
by making each ow a separate class at the bottom of the class hierarchy.

2.1.3 Bottleneck Flow Control Mechanism
In contrast to the mechanisms discussed in x2.1.1 and x2.1.2, 20] regulates bandwidth in
a complex network by controlling the rate at which tra c can enter the network. The
motivation for this work is as follows. A ow is typically routed through more than one
switch to the destination. The bandwidth that the ow obtains will be dierent for each
switch. However, the end-to-end throughput of the ow will depend only on the minimum
of the bandwidths that it is able to obtain at the switches on its route. The switch at
which the ow receives the least allocation is the bottleneck switch for the entire route.
Since the switch regulates access to a link, we shall use the terms bottleneck switch and
bottleneck link interchangeably. As an example, consider the ow in Figure 2.1, which is
routed over two links. It is able to receive an allocation of 100Kb/s at link 1 but only
10Kb/s at link 2. Assume further that the ow transmits at 100Kb/s. The ow will not
experience any packet losses at link 1, but will lose 90% of its packets at link 2, which is its
bottleneck link. Accordingly, its total throughput will be only 10Kb/s. Note further that
out of the 100Kb/s utilized by the ow at link 1, 90Kb/s is actually wasted as those packets
are subsequently dropped in the network. Hence, the allocation to this ow at link 1 could
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be reduced to 10Kb/s without aecting the end-to-end throughput of the ow.
The bottleneck ow control mechanism tries to maximize the overall throughput of
the network by limiting the rate of transmission of a ow to the allocation received by
the ow at its bottleneck link. This prevents packets from consuming network resources
before being dropped. Such an allocation maximizes the overall throughput of the network,
without discriminating against any ow. A distributed algorithm to achieve such an optimal
bandwidth allocation has been developed in 20]. The allocation has been shown to satisfy
fairness criteria while maximizing the network throughput. However, 20] does not consider
dierent classes of ows, and provides no priority mechanisms.

2.2 Bandwidth Regulation Mechanisms for ATM Networks
The deployment of ATM in data networks led to a situation where connectionless tra c
had to be supported on a connection-oriented network. Existing ow and congestion control
algorithms, which were designed either for connectionless or connection-oriented networks,
were inadequate for regulating data tra c in ATM networks. Tra c control mechanisms
used in traditional packet switched networks could not cope with the high transmission
rates and small cell size in ATM networks. Flow and congestion control techniques used in
connection-oriented networks, on the other hand, could not handle the unpredictability and
burstiness of data tra c. New tra c control mechanisms had to be developed to regulate
data tra c in ATM networks. Any such protocol had to consider three key aspects. First,
the small cell size and the high transmission rates of ATM meant that the time available
to process each cell at a switch was very limited. This implied that protocols could not
require complex processing at the switches. Second, as a higher level packet is carried by
a number of cells, the loss of a single cell would lead to the retransmission of the entire
packet. Thus, avoiding cell loss became vital. Lastly, the high transmission rate of ATM
ensured that congestion will build up very rapidly. Therefore, protocols have to take steps
to avoid congestion altogether, or be able to react very rapidly to congestion.
Several dierent approaches to controlling connectionless tra c in ATM networks
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have been explored in the literature. Burst-level bandwidth regulation mechanisms statistically multiplexed bursty tra c, allocating bandwidth to a ow only when the ow needed
to transmit a burst of cells. Window-based regulation mechanisms adapted traditional
window ow control techniques taking into account the high speed and low cell size of
ATM networks. Bandwidth advertising schemes improved upon burst-level mechanisms by
monitoring overall network utilization.

2.2.1 Burst-level Bandwidth Reservation
The problem of statistically multiplexing high-speed bursty tra c at the burst level has
been studied in 2, 15, 36]. In 15], each burst is preceded by a pilot cell, which reserves
bandwidth for the burst on one of a set of output links. The choice of the particular output
link is determined by the availability of bandwidth on the link. If none of the links in the
set can accommodate the burst, then the burst is either buered or diverted to another
set of output links. In a similar scheme 2], the Fast Reservation Protocol establishes VPs
connecting a source switch to a destination switch without allocating any bandwidth. On
arrival of a burst of cells, the VP attempts to allocate the required bandwidth on all its
links. If it is successful, then the burst is transmitted, otherwise the burst is buered and
the bandwidth allocated to any links of the path is deallocated.
For both 2] and 15], the reservation is made at the peak rate of the source. This
does not allow e cient statistical multiplexing of the ows, leading to a high burst blocking
probability for high-speed ows. A better mechanism is proposed in 36], which reduces the
blocking probability by maintaining multiple paths for a single source-destination pair. A
path, in turn, consists of a number of hops, each of which comprises multiple links. When
a burst arrives at the source, a request for bandwidth allocation is broadcast on all paths.
The burst is transmitted on any one of the paths which succeeds in obtaining the required
allocation. The rest of the paths release the bandwidth they had obtained. However,
the delay involved in obtaining the bandwidth for each burst is considerable. Also, the
bandwidth that is allocated to the alternate paths is wasted, which could result in other
ows being blocked from the network.
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2.2.2 Window-based Bandwidth Regulation
Window-based ow control schemes have been widely used in traditional packet-switched
networks 19, 32]. But in case of ATM networks, window-based mechanisms could not be
e ciently applied, because of the small size of the individual cells and the high rate of
transmission. In 38], a modied window-based mechanism is used. The key observation
underlying this scheme is that connectionless tra c is originally composed of packets which
are several orders of magnitude larger than ATM cells. Since packets are segmented into
ATM cells at the source gateway and reassembled at the destination gateway, it is possible
to acknowledge the entire packet at once instead of acknowledging every cell. It is claimed
in 38] that a packet size of 4500 bytes (FDDI packet size) is su ciently large for an e cient
acknowledgment mechanism. The maximum transmission rate of a ow will be controlled
by the window size. The window size is dynamically varied using a pair of algorithms.
The bandwidth allocation algorithm is invoked periodically, at the end of a so-called slide
interval. It estimates the bandwidth utilized by a virtual path (VP) over the slide interval
by counting the number of frames successfully transmitted by the VP over the measuring
interval, which is some multiple of the slide interval. The algorithm then sets the bandwidth
allocation of the VP for the next slide interval equal to the estimated bandwidth utilization. The bandwidth allocation algorithm tends to decrease the bandwidth allocated to a
VP. A dierent algorithm is used to increase bandwidth allocation to VPs. The bandwidth
enlargement algorithm monitors the input queue at the source of the VP. At the end of
a slide interval, if the input queue exceeds a threshold, then the bandwidth enlargement
algorithm increments the bandwidth allocation of the VP by a xed amount. The principle drawback of this scheme is that it does not guarantee congestion avoidance, nor does
it specify any fairness mechanism to regulate the bandwidth between multiple ows. In
particular, the bandwidth enlargement algorithm increases the window size on demand,
without considering the ability of the network to support the increased tra c.
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2.2.3 Bandwidth Advertising and Renegotiation
The concept of bandwidth advertising is introduced in 5]. In this scheme, the available
bandwidth on each outgoing link is dened as the dierence between the link capacity and
the sum of the bandwidth allocated to the existing VPs on that link. This bandwidth
represents the spare capacity of the link and may be used by ows in excess of their allocated
capacity for a short period of time. Each link periodically calculates its available capacity,
and advertises the capacity to the sources of all ows passing through that link. Each ow
then calculates the minimum available capacity that it encounters. A bandwidth policing
mechanism enforces that a ow does not exceed the total of its own allocated capacity
and the minimum available capacity on its route. Also, cells sent by a ow in excess
of its allocation, i.e., by utilizing the available bandwidth, are marked by the policing
mechanism and may be selectively dropped by the network when congestion occurs. This
mechanism allows existing ows to exceed their bandwidth allocation temporarily if the
load on the network is light. The bandwidth renegotiation algorithm tracks the rate of
transmission of a ow, and requests an increase in the bandwidth allocation, if the ow
continuously exceeds its allocation during a given interval. Likewise, the algorithm reduces
the bandwidth allocation if the ow underutilizes its allocation. Similar mechanisms have
also been proposed in 11, 27]. However, none of the mechanism give an algorithm to allocate
bandwidth among competing ows, that will maximize the throughput of the network,
without discriminating against any ow. Also, congestion is handled by dropping cells,
which is a waste of network resources.

2.2.4 Bottleneck Bandwidth Regulation
Several schemes have been proposed to utilize the idea of the bottleneck link 20] to allocate
bandwidth in a fair and waste-free manner. The conditions that an optimal bandwidth
allocation must satisfy are specied in 43]. A critical value of tra c load is dened on each
link, based on the number and relative usage of the ows using that link. This critical value
is used to dene two distinct class of ows: an uncontrolled ow receive an allocation equal
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to its oered tra c and a controlled ow receives an allocation less than its oered load.
The primary fairness criterion, as dened in this work, requires that the relative throughput
of a controlled ow will not be lower than that of any other ow sharing its bottleneck link.
The proposed criterion is an essential requirement of a globally fair bandwidth allocation.
However, a suitable algorithm to actually enforce this criterion in a practical network has
not been proposed.
An algorithm to enforce the fairness criteria dened in 43] has been proposed in 44].
The algorithm implements the fairness discarding algorithm 30] at the switches to enforce
compliance to the fair allocations. An adaptive ow control algorithm 31] is used to regulate
the oered load of individual ows. The adaptive algorithm continuously increments the
oered tra c of a ow by a xed amount. If congestion is detected, then the oered load
is reduced by a factor. The main drawback of this mechanism is the high overhead at the
switches. The cell discard algorithm must maintain the actual usage statistics as well as the
allocated bandwidth for each ow at every link. Also, the adaptive ow control algorithm
will require a considerable time to increase the transmission of a ow.

2.3 Available-Bit-Rate Trac and Bandwidth Regulation
Mechanisms
The Available-Bit-Rate (ABR) tra c has been provisionally dened by the ATM Forum
to be used for data applications such as LAN interconnection and emulation, interactive
data transfer, le transfer, etc. 12]. This class of tra c is characterized by its extreme
burstiness, caused by the fact that the size of the typical Protocol Data Unit (PDU) is
several orders of magnitude larger than that of an ATM cell. As the PDUs are of varying
size, the burst size and the short-term average rate of ABR tra c is unpredictable. The
ATM Forum has proposed three performance requirements for ABR tra c. Firstly, ABR
tra c should have a low cell loss rate (of the order of the transmission error rate). Secondly,
during a burst, the minimum committed bandwidth required could be as high as the upper
limit dened (e.g. access link rate). Finally, no delay or jitter requirements need to be
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specied.
Several mechanisms for controlling ABR tra c have been proposed to the ATM Forum. Prominent among these mechanisms are the credit-based congestion control approach
and the rate-based ow control approach. We now compare the two approaches and discuss
the nal approach adopted by the ATM Forum.

2.3.1 Credit-based FCVC Proposal
The credit-based Flow Controlled Virtual Circuit mechanism proposes to achieve congestion
control of ABR tra c by using a modied window ow control mechanism on a per-link
basis 24]. In this model, a ow-controlled VC will pass through a number of switches.
Each switch provides a pair of \send" and \receive buers" for each VC. Arriving data
cells are queued in the send buers. A credit balance is maintained for each VC at the
upstream switch, which is decremented every time a cell is transmitted. The initial value
of the credit balance depends upon the size of the buers present at the destination switch.
A switch is allowed to transmit a cell on a VC if and only if the credit balance is positive.
The downstream switch periodically sends a Credit Update cell to the upstream switch. A
Credit Update cell increases the credit balance of the upstream switch. Buer overow at
the switches is prevented by using credit cells (which transport values of the credit balance
and other credit-related management information) to achieve ow control.
The allocation of the buers may be done statically or dynamically. Static allocation
is useful at switches on the boundaries of the network, where the number of simultaneously active VCs is expected to be small. Dynamic allocation policies are more suited for
the internal switches, where the number of VCs are expected to be larger. This allows a
rate control mechanism to work in conjunction with the FCVC mechanism. The rate control mechanism will regulate the amount of buers allocated to each ow, and the FCVC
mechanism will enforce compliance to the rates. This mechanism results in a fast feedback
response to congestion, since congestion will be detected at the link level itself.
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2.3.2 Closed-Loop Rate-based Proposal
Another mechanism that was considered by the ATM Forum was the closed-loop rate-based
proposal 39]. Unlike the FCVC approach, the rate-based approach controls congestion on
an end-to-end basis by utilizing the explicit forward congestion indication (EFCI) bit in the
header of an ATM cell. The EFCI bit of a data cell may be set by any intermediate switch
that experiences congestion. The destination periodically generates a control cell that is
sent back to the source, indicating whether or not congestion was experienced. In the event
of congestion, the source adapts by reducing its rate of transmission. The source adapts its
transmission rate as follows. It will continue to increase its transmission additively as long
as it does not experience congestion. When it receives a control cell carrying congestion
notication its transmission rate undergoes a multiplicative decrease.
In another version of the proposal 40], a special Resource Monitor (RM) cell is generated by each source after a xed number of data cells has been sent, and transmitted to
the destination. The intermediate switches mark the EFCI bit of the data cells as in the
previous instance. The destination marks the Congestion Indicator (CI) eld of the RM
cell, if one of the data cells received before the RM cell has its EFCI bit set or the destination itself is experiencing congestion. The destination then returns the RM cell back to
the source. Intermediate switches can set the CI eld of the returning RM cell. The source
adjusts its transmission rate based on two parameters: the Initial Cell Rate (ICR) and the
Allowed Cell Rate (ACR). The source starts transmitting at the ICR, which is established
at connection setup. Its ACR is set equal to the ICR. Next, it decreases its ACR until
it receives a backward RM cell whose CI is set to 0, i.e., the RM cell did not encounter
congestion. On receiving the RM cell, the source increases its transmission rate such that
its new rate is greater than the rate it had before it transmitted the last RM cell. Both
rate decreases and rate increases are proportional to the current ACR of the source.
An attractive feature of 40] is that the feedback loop need not be end{to{end, but
can be terminated by any intermediate switch. Thus, the mechanism can be used to tunnel
a ow through an older network that does not support the mechanism.
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A proposed extension to 40] adds two extra elds to the RM cell: the Explicit Rate
(ER) and the Allowed Cell Rate (ACR) 33]. The ER eld of the forward RM cell is set
to the peak cell rate at the source. As the RM cell travels along the path, the ER may be
reduced by intermediate networks. When the RM cell loops back to the source, the ACR
of the source is set to the smaller of the received ER value and the current ACR value
of the source. This mechanism allows the intermediate networks to reduce the connection
rate in response to transient conditions. The ACR eld can be used to convey the ACR
information to intermediate networks. The ACR information may be used by intermediate
networks to selectively indicate congestion according to predetermined fairness or priority
mechanisms.
Overall, the rate-based approach has several advantages over the credit-based approach. The main advantage is that the rate-based approach does not require a complicated switch architecture, unlike the credit-based approach, where separate buers have
to be managed for every VC, and is therefore compatible with existing switches and systems. The ATM Forum has decided to adopt the rate-based approach in preference to the
credit-based approach. However, the exact details of the algorithms to be used has not been
nalized. The motion adopted at the September 1994 meeting of the ATM Forum limits
the scope of the mechanism to support ABR service to developing a framework based on
feedback control of the source rate that supports end-to-end ow control. The participation
of the switches is limited to using the EFCI bit to signal congestion in the forward direction, or to inform the source to dynamically change the explicit upper bound on the source
rate. Accordingly, the selected mechanism should have control information formats that
allow both types of switches to coexist within the same control loop and interoperate with
the source. The selected mechanism should also allow intermediate networks the option of
segmenting the control loop at any point. Finally, the ATM Forum placed a high priority
on simplifying the complexity of the end system.

Chapter 3
Theoretical Results
In this chapter we present our bandwidth regulation mechanisms. First, in x3.1, we devise
a bandwidth regulation mechanism for tra c ows in a traditional packet-switched internetwork. The ows may be classied into several so-called ow classes, which are sets of
ows with similar service requirements. We dene two fairness conditions: inter-class fairness, for allocating bandwidth among the various ow classes, and intra-class fairness for
allocating bandwidth among ows belonging to the same ow class. We use these fairness
criteria to formally develop a bandwidth allocation mechanism that achieves the twin goals
of inter-class and intra-class fairness.
In x3.2, we consider an ATM network that supports connectionless tra c by means
of connectionless servers. As before, the connectionless tra c consists of multiple tra c
classes. We take advantage of the exibility of bandwidth allocation oered by ATM to
achieve bandwidth regulation at three dierent levels. Short-term bandwidth regulation
is similar to the mechanism developed for the packet-switched internetwork. Medium-term
regulation is concerned with monitoring and allocating so-called class guarantees to the ow
classes. Finally, long-term regulation is concerned with bandwidth allocation to connectionless tra c as a whole.
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Figure 3.1: Internetwork Model.

3.1 Bandwidth Allocations with Intra-class and Inter-class
Fairness
The network model assumed in this section consists of a set of gateways which are connected
via point-to-point links as shown in Figure 3.1. Hosts access the network by connecting to
a so-called access gateway. Each host can transmit to any other host connected to the
network. A tra c stream from a source host to a destination host is referred to as a
ow. We assume that each ow is carried over a xed route of network gateways. The
network distinguishes dierent types of tra c, the abovementioned ow classes, and may
have bandwidth guarantees for ow classes on some network links. We assume that all
tra c in the network can be accurately described in terms of tra c rates. The tra c rate
which describes the bandwidth demand of a ow is referred to as the oered load. The rate
of actual data transmission is called the throughput of the ow.
We describe the network by a tuple T = (P  f0g F  L) where P  f0g is the set of
ow classes that are distinguished in the network. Tra c that does not belong to one of the
S
classes in P is assigned to the default class `0'. F = p2Pf0g Fp is the set of ows in the
network, and Fp is the set of ows with tra c from ow class p. L is a set of unidirectional
network links which connect the gateways, and Cl denotes the capacity of link l 2 L (in bits
per second).
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For each ow i, the xed route of the ow is given by a sequence of links Ri =
(li1  li2  : : : liK ) with lik 2 L for 1  k  K . We use "lp to denote the set of ows from
class p which have link l on their route, that is, "lp = fi j l 2 Ri  i 2 Fpg.
P
At each link, ow class p may have a bandwidth guarantee of Glp > 0 with p2P Glp <
Cl. Let Pl denote the set of classes with a positive guarantee at link l, that is, Pl = fp 2
P j Glp > 0g. If a class-p ow i has link l on its route, i.e., i 2 "lp , but link l does not have
a bandwidth guarantee for class p, i.e., p 62 Pl , ow i is assigned to default class `0' at this
P
link. The bandwidth guarantee to class 0 at link l is given by Gl0 = Cl ; p2P Glp .
Let the surplus of a ow class, lp be the maximum bandwidth that a class can
utilize at a link in excess of its guarantee, Glp . A class may receive dierent surpluses at
dierent links, and classes on the same link may receive dierent surpluses. A class can
utilize bandwidth in excess of its guarantee only when there exists some other class which
does not utilize its full guarantee. It does so by `borrowing' bandwidth from the class which
is unable to utilize its full guarantee.
Let the ceiling of a class-p ow i, ip (l) be the maximum bandwidth that ow i can
receive at each link on its route. The ceiling ip (l) may be dierent at dierent links along
the route of a ow and may be dierent for ows sharing the same link. The bottleneck link
for a ow i, li , is the link at which its ceiling is the minimum, that is ip (li) = lmin
( (l)).
2Ri ip
Let i  0 and i  0, respectively, denote the oered load and the throughput of
ow i. The oered load of all ows is given by the load set which contains the i as
elements. The throughput of all ows is given by the throughput set ; which contains the
i as elements. Finally, we dene the surplus set, , which contains the sets f(ip (l) lp ) j
i 2 Fp and l 2 Rig for each class-p ow, i.
With the above notation at hand we can introduce the notion of a bandwidth allocation
which maps the oered load of each ow into its throughput.

De nition 3.1 Given a network topology T with oered load set and surplus set .
A bandwidth allocation is a relation
# = f(i f(ip(l) lp) j l 2 Ri g i ) 2

; j i 2 Fp g such that
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1. i  min (i ip (li)).
2.
3.

X X

p2Pf0gi2lp

i  Cl for alll 2 L.

X
j 2p

j  Glp + lp for all p 2 P .

The rst condition enforces that no ow can have a higher throughput than given by its load.
The second condition enforces that the throughput at a link cannot exceed its capacity. The
third condition enforces that a class can exceed its guarantee by no more than its surplus.
Next we introduce bandwidth allocations which provide inter-class fairness. Recall
that the capacity Cl of a link l is divided into bandwidth guarantees Glp for each class p 2 Pl
P
with p2Pl Glp = Cl . If a ow class p does not utilize its bandwidth guarantee at a link, the
P
unused bandwidth, i.e., Glp ; i2lp i , can be made available to other ow classes. A ow
class may not utilize its guarantee at a link for three reasons. The total load of the class
can be less than its guarantee, or the ceilings of the ows may be less than the guarantee,
or the throughput of class-p ows is limited due to restrictions at other links. An inter-class
fair bandwidth allocation will assign the unused bandwidth equally, i.e., fairly, among ow
classes which can take advantage of the additional capacity. The maximum bandwidth at
link l that a ow class p can `borrow' from the guarantees of other classes is the surplus,
lp. Then inter-class fairness will enforce that l lp for all classes p 2 Pl .
In the following, we will use Clp to denote the available bandwidth of ow class p at
P
link l with Clp = j 2lp j .

De nition 3.2 A bandwidth allocation is said to be inter-class fair if for each link l 2 L

there exists a surplus value l such that for all p 2 Pl

0
1
X
Clp = min @
min (i  ip(li))  Glp + l A
i2lp

In particular, a bandwidth allocation which does not permit ow classes to borrow unused
bandwidth from other ow classes, i.e., l 0, satises inter-class fairness. However, such
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an allocation results in a waste of link bandwidth. In Lemma 3.1 we state that by selecting
l as large as possible, one can make the entire link bandwidth available for transmission.

Lemma 3.1 Given a bandwidth allocation which satises inter-class fairness. The surplus
l at link l is maximal, if and only if

P

X X

p2Pl i2lp

i = Cl

whenever i2lq i = Glq + l for at least one ow class q 2 Pl .

Proof:

Obviously, if the entire capacity of link l is utilized the surplus cannot be increased. On
X X
the other hand, if
i < Cl we can increase the surplus l by dividing all unused
bandwidth,

p2Pl i2X
lp X
i
that is, Cl ;
p2Pl i2lp

P

to all ow classes with i2lq i = Glq + l .

2

Next we discuss intra-class fair bandwidth allocations. For the special case of only one
ow class our fairness criteria is similar to the fairness denitions in 20]. Intra-class fairness
is concerned with allocating bandwidth to ows from the same ow class. It is based on
the notion of a so-called class-p share, denoted by p (l), which denes a throughput bound
of a class-p ow on a link l 2 L. Recall that each ow i, has a ceiling ip (l) at each link.
Intra-class fairness enforces that for all ows i 2 "lp ,

ip (l) = p(l)
We set p (l) := 0(l) if p 62 Pl . Since a ow is carried over possibly many links, the
maximum throughput of a class-p ow is set to the smallest class-p share of all links on the
route of a ow. For a given class-p ow i, we refer to the link with the smallest class-p share
as the bottleneck link of ow i, denoted by li. Then the maximum throughput of a ow is
given by:
p (li) = lmin
( (l))
2R p
i
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gateway

C b= 10 Mb/s
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λ 2 = 6 Mb/s
λ 3 = 6 Mb/s

link a

link b

λ 5 = 2 Mb/s
λ 4 = 4 Mb/s

Figure 3.2: Intra-Class Fairness in a Network with Two Links.

De nition 3.3 A bandwidth allocation is said to be intra-class fair if for each link l 2 L

there exist values p (l) > 0 for all p 2 Pl such that for all ows i 2 Fp

i = min (i p(li))
As an example of intra-class fairness, consider the network in Figure 3.2 with two
links, denoted by `a' and `b', and one ow class. Each link has a capacity of 10 Mb/s.
Flows from the set F = f1 2 3 4 5g have routes in this network as shown in the Figure,
and the oered loads are given by 1 = 2 Mb/s, 2 = 6 Mb/s, 3 = 6 Mb/s, 4 = 4 Mb/s,
and 5 = 2 Mb/s. Setting the share values to a = 5 Mb/s and b = 3 Mb/s, respectively,
for link a and link b, we obtain the following throughput values from Denition 3.3: 1 = 2
Mb/s, 2 = 3 Mb/s, 3 = 5 Mb/s, 4 = 3 Mb/s, and and 5 = 2 Mb/s. Flows 1 and 5
satisfy 1  b  a and 5  b , respectively, and obtain a throughput equal to their
oered load. Both ows 2 and 4 have their bottleneck at link `b', and satisfy 2  b and
4  b, respectively. Hence, both ows obtain the same throughput 2 = 4 = b. Flow 3
has its bottleneck at link `a' and 3 = min (3 a) = a .
In the above example, a dierent selection for the values of the link shares a and b
either leaves a portion of the link bandwidth unused, e.g., if b < 3 Mb/s, or will violate
the given fairness rules, e.g., if b > 3 Mb/s. We refer to the maximum values for shares,
that do not leave capacity available to a ow class unused if the total oered load exceeds
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the capacity as the maximal share. In Lemma 3.2 we give the condition that must hold if
the shares in a network with multiple ow classes are maximal.

Lemma 3.2 The values of the class-p shares in an intra-class fair bandwidth allocation are
maximal, if and only if for all ows i 2 Fp with i < i

X

j 2li p

j = Gli p + li

In other words, the shares are maximized if and only if the available bandwidth at the
bottleneck of all those ows which cannot transmit their entire load is fully utilized.

Proof:

Consider the bottleneck link li of ow i. Clearly, the class-p shares at this link cannot be inP
creased if the available bandwidth is fully utilized. On the other hand, if j 2l p j < Cli p,
i
the class-p share of the link can be increased by dividing the unused available bandwidth
over all ows i 2 "li p with i > i.
2
Our two fairness denitions are concerned with allocating bandwidth to ows of the
same ow class (intra-class fairness), and to entire ow classes (inter-class fairness). Indeed, inter-class and intra-class fairness are two independent concepts. One can easily
imagine bandwidth allocations that are inter-class but not intra-class fair, and vice versa.
In particular, all proposals for hierarchical link sharing 10, 34, 35] enforce certain fairness
criteria for ow classes (dierent from our inter-class fairness), but do not solve the fairness
problem for ows from the same class.
We can follow from Lemma 3.1 that an intra-class fair bandwidth allocation without
maximal shares can result in a waste of available bandwidth. Likewise, Lemma 3.2 implies
that a bandwidth allocation with inter-class fairness but without the maximal surplus values
may leave bandwidth unused. Therefore, one is interested in nding bandwidth allocations
which are inter-class fair with maximal surplus values, and intra-class fair with maximal
shares. In Theorem 3.1, our main result of this study, we state that such a bandwidth
allocation is uniquely determined for general networks, and can be eectively constructed.
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Theorem 3.1 Given a network with topology T with oered load set . Then the following
bandwidth allocation is both intra-class fair with maximal shares p (l) and inter-class fair
with maximal surplus values l 1.

8
>
Glp + l ; %lp if O 6=
>
<
lp
jOlpj
p(l) = >
>
:1
otherwise

(3.1)

8C; XG ; X%
>
l
lq
lq
>
>
O
=
6
O
=
lq
lq
<
if
Olq 6=
l = > jfq 2 Pl j Olq 6= gj
q2Pl
>
>
:1
otherwise

and

(3.2)

subject to the side conditions:

Cl ;
where %lp =

p 2 Pl as

X
i2Ulp

i +

X
k2L

jRlp (k)j

X

Glp + l ; %lp



0

(3.3)

Glq ;



0

(3.4)

Olq 6=

X

%lq

Olq =

p (k) and the sets Ulp , Rlp , and Olp are dened for all

Ulp = fi 2 "lp j p(l)  i  i 62

k2L

Rlp(k)g

Olp = fi 2 "lp j l = li  p(l) < ig

Rlp(k) = fi 2 "lp j k = li  p(k) < ig

(3.5)
(3.6)

for k 6= l

(3.7)

Note that each class-p ow i with link l on its route belongs to one of the sets Ulp , Olp , or
Rlp(k) (k 2 Ri). Recall that for p 62 Pl, a class-p ow i with link l on its route is assigned to
default class `0' for link l. Ulp is interpreted as the set of underloaded class-p ows on link l.
It contains ows from class p which can satisfy their end-to-end bandwidth demand at link
1
In equations (3.1) and (3.2), jX j denotes the cardinality of a set X .
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l. Thus, if a ow is underloaded on some link, it is underloaded on all links on its route.
Olp and Rlp(k) contain ows i with i < i, that is, the bandwidth demand of the ow is
greater than its throughput. Olp , the set of overloaded class-p ows on link l, contains ows
which have link l as the bottleneck. Rlp (k), the set of restricted class-p ows, contains ows
whose throughput is restricted and have their bottleneck at link k (k 6= l). Since for both
overloaded and restricted class-p ows, the throughput is limited to the maximal class-p
share at the bottleneck, each restricted ow at link l is overloaded at some other link on its
route.
We now proceed to demonstrate that a solution to equations (3.1){(3.7) satises both
intra-class and inter-class fairness criteria, and is the maximal solution. In Lemma 3.3,
we show that the shares p (l) obtained from equations (3.1){(3.7) are both maximal and
intra-class fair.

Lemma 3.3 Let fp(l) j l 2 Lg be obtained from solving the equation system in (3.1) {

(3.7). Then the p (l) are maximal shares of an intra-class fair bandwidth allocation.

Proof:

To show that the shares are maximal, we take an arbitrary ow i, and investigate its
bottleneck link, say link l0 , with

p (l0) = lmin
( (l))
2R p
i

(3.8)

S

Since link l0 is the bottleneck for i we have for all l 2 L that i 62 k2L Rl0 p (lk ). Thus,
either i 2 Ul0 p or i 2 Ol0 p . We show that for either case, the bandwidth allocation to ow
i satises intra-class fairness, and is maximal.

Case 1: i 2 Ul0 p.
If i 2 Ul0 p , we have per denition of Ul0 p (in (3.5)), that i  p (l0). Therefore, i = i,
which is in accordance with Denition 3.3. Hence, the bandwidth allocation to i satises
intra-class fairness. The allocation is obviously maximal.
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Case 2: i 2 Ol0 p.
If i 2 Ol0 p , we have per denition of Ol0 p (in (3.6)) that i > p (l0). Therefore,
i = min i min
 (l )
l2R p

(3.9)

i

Hence, from Denition 3.3, we conclude that the bandwidth allocation to i is intra-class
fair. Also, we obtain

X

j 2l0 p

j =
=

X

i2Ul0 p

X

i2Ul0 p
jOl0 p j

i +
i +

X X

k2L i2Rl0 p (k)

X

k2L

i +

X

i2Ol0 p

i

(3.10)

Rl0p(lk ) p(k) +

Gl0 p + l0 ;

X
i2Ul0p

= Gl0 p + l0

i ;

X

k2L
jOl0 p j

jRl0 p (lk )j

p (k)
(3.11)

Hence, it follows from Lemma 3.2 that the bandwidth allocation to ow i is maximal if
i 2 Ol0 p.
From Case 1 and Case 2, we have proved that the p (l) are the maximal shares of an
intra-class fair bandwidth allocation.
2
In Lemma 3.4, we show that the shares  (l) obtained from equations (3.1){(3.7) are
both maximal and inter-class fair.

Lemma 3.4 Let fl j l 2 Lg be obtained from solving the equation system in (3.1) { (3.7).

Then the l are maximal surpluses of an inter-class fair bandwidth allocation.

Proof:

Let us consider a link l. We consider two cases: one, when the link has no overloaded ows,
and two, when the link contains at least one overloaded ow. We show that in both cases
the value of l is maximal and satises inter-class fairness conditions.
Case 1: The link has no overloaded ows, i.e., Olq = .
q2Pl
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The available bandwidth of a class p, Clp, is equal to the sum of the throughputs of all the
ows in that class. Formally:
X
Clp =
i
(3.12)
i2lp

As

q2Pl

Olq = , obviously Olp = . Therefore, it follows from equations (3.5){(3.7) that
Clp =

X
i2lp

i

= %lp
=

X

i2Ulp

i +

X
k2L

jRlp (k)j

p(k)

(3.13)

From the denition of Ulp in (3.5), we may write



i = min i p (l)

for all i 2 Ulp

(3.14)

Similarly, from the denition of Rlp (k) in (3.7), we may write



p(k) = min i p(k)

for all i 2 Rlp (k)

Combining equations (3.13){(3.15), we have

Clp =
Further, from (3.3) we have

X

i2lp

min i  p(l)



%lp  Glp + l

(3.15)

(3.16)
(3.17)

Therefore, equation (3.16) may be rewritten as

0
1

X
Clp = min @
min i p (l)  Glp + l A
i2lp

(3.18)

By Denition 3.2 and equation (3.18), the allocation of l satises inter-class fairness criteria. Further, as l = 1, the allocation of l is obviously maximal.
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Case 2: The link has at least one overloaded ow, i.e., Olq 6= .
q2Pl
Consider a ow class p 2 Pl . If Olp = , then we may show, by exactly the same sequence
of steps, that
0
1

X
Clp = min @
min i  p(l)  Glp + l A
(3.19)
i2lp

result

Let p be an overloaded class, i.e., Olp 6= . From equations (3.9){(3.11), we have the

Glp + l =

X
i2Ul0 p

X X

i +

k2L i2Rl0 p (k)

i +

From the denition of Olp in (3.6), we may write,



p (l) = min i  p(l)

X
i2Ol0 p

i

for all i 2 Olp

(3.20)
(3.21)

Combining equations (3.15), (3.16), and (3.21) with equation (3.20), we obtain

Clp =

X

i2lp

i

0
1
X
= min @ i  Glp + l A
i2lp
1
0

X
= min @
min i p(l)  Glp + l A
i2lp

(3.22)

From (3.19) and (3.22) and Denition 3.2 it follows that the allocation of l satises
inter-class fairness.
We now prove that the allocation is maximal.
For all classes p 2 Pl, such that Olp 6= ,

X

i2lq

i = p (l) jOlp j +
= Glp + l

X

i2Ulp

i +

X

k2L

jRlp (k)j

p (k)

Next, we show that the sum of the throughputs of all ows passing through link l is equal
to the capacity of the link, Cl .

XX

p2Pli2lp

i =

1
0
X
X
X
@ i + jRlq(k)j q (k)A
(Glq + l ) +

X

Olq 6=

Olq = i2Ulq

k2L
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0
1
X @X
X
Glq +
i + jRlq(k)j q (k)A

X
Olq 6=

+ l
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Olq = i2Ulq

jfq 2 Pl j Olq 6= gj

k2L

(3.23)

By substituting the denition of l from equation (3.2) we have

0
1
X @X
X
i =
Glq +
i + jRlq (k)j q (k)A
p2Pli2lp
k2L
Olq 6=
Olq = i2Ulq
0
1
X
X @X
X
+ Cl ;
Glq ;
i + jRlq (k)j q (k)A
XX

X

= Cl

Olq 6=

Olq = i2Ulq

k2L

(3.24)

Hence, as the bandwidth allocation satises inter-class fairness, by Lemma 3.1 l is maximal.
Therefore, we have shown that in both Case 1 and Case 2, we obtain a maximal
bandwidth allocation that satises the condition for inter-class fairness, thus proving the
lemma.
2

3.2 Bandwidth Allocations with Multi-level Regulation
In this section, we consider multi-level bandwidth regulation on an ATM network. We shall
concern ourselves only with the virtual overlay network of Connectionless Servers (CLSs)
which are used to support connectionless tra c. The model of the network assumed in this
discussion is illustrated in Figure 3.3. In x3.1, the term \network" denoted a traditional
packet-switched network comprising a set of gateways connected by physical links. In this
section, we use the term \network" for the virtual network of VPs carrying connectionless
tra c. When we need to refer to the actual physical ATM network, we shall state so
explicitly.
Theorem 3.1 establishes a formal denition of short-term bandwidth regulation that
achieves inter-class and intra-class fairness. We now proceed to develop a similar denition
of medium-term bandwidth regulation that achieves so-called class-level fairness.
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Figure 3.3: ATM Network Supporting Connectionless Tra c.
In this section, we will continue to employ the notation used in x3.1, with some
modications. l now denotes a VP connecting two CLSs, or a CLS and an end-system.
Also, the class guarantee of a ow class p at a link l, Glp, is no longer expressed in absolute
terms, i.e., in terms of bytes per second, but as a fraction of the total bandwidth allocated
to the VP l. The new notations used in this section are dened below.
P
Let ;lp = i2lp i be the total throughput of a ow class p at a VP l. Let Mlp be the
minimum bandwidth guarantee that any ow class p receives at a VP l with 0  Mlp  1
and Glp < Mlp if and only if ;lp < Mlp Cl . We dene the class surplus of a VP l, 'l , to
be a number such that the maximum guarantee a ow class can receive in excess of its
minimum guarantee, Mlp is given by 'lMlp . We now proceed to dene class level fairness.
As noted before, each ow class is allocated a guarantee. If a ow class is unable to
utilize its guarantee fully, the guarantee is reduced and the unutilized bandwidth is divided
proportionately among all ow classes which can utilize its bandwidth. It is important to
note the distinction between class level fairness and inter-class fairness. In the former,
the guarantee Glp is modied, while in the latter, it is the available bandwidth Clp that is
changed. Formally, we may dene class level fairness as follows:

De nition 3.4 A bandwidth allocation is said to provide class level fairness if for each VP
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l 2 L there exists a class surplus value 'l such that for all p 2 Pl
Glp = min ;Clp  Mlp(1 + 'l )
l
The maximal class surplus at a link is the maximum value of 'l which does not leave
any bandwidth unallocated to the class guarantees as long as there exists a ow class whose
total oered load exceeds its guarantee. In Theorem 3.2 we state that an allocation of class
guarantees can be made with class level regulation and maximal class surplus.

Theorem 3.2 Given a network with topology

and load set ", there exists a unique
allocation of class guarantees that provides class level fairness with maximal class surplus
values 'l . The class guarantees and the maximal class surplus values are determined by a
solution to the following equation system.
T

8
>
>
if p 2 l
< ;Clpl
Glp = >
>
: Mlp(1 + ') otherwise

(3.25)

l

and

8
>
>
>
1
if l =
>
X
X
<
'l = > Cl ; Mlq Cl ; ;lq
q2X
q2l
l
>
otherwise
>
Mlq Cl
>
:
q2l

subject to the side condition:

Cl ;

X
q2l

Mlq Cl ;

where the sets l and l are dened as follows:

X
q2l

;lq  0

l = fp j ;lp < GlpClg
l = fp j ;lp  GlpClg

(3.26)

(3.27)
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The sets l and l correspond to the sets Ulp and Olp in Theorem 3.1. l is the set of
ow classes which are unable to utilize their guarantees, and lp is the set of ow classes
whose throughputs exceeds or at least equals their guarantees.
Short-term and medium-term bandwidth regulations are concerned only with the
virtual network of CLSs, as described in x1.2, and do not require knowledge about the
connection-oriented tra c types in the underlying ATM network. However, long-term regulation, which is concerned with the allocation of bandwidth to the virtual network of VPs
that interconnect the CLSs, requires knowledge about the connection-oriented tra c in the
ATM network. We assume that there is a CLS attached to every ATM switch and that
every ATM link has exactly one VP dedicated to connectionless tra c. The capacity of the
ATM link l is denoted by ClATM . The VP carrying connectionless tra c is given a minimum
bandwidth guarantee of MlCL . The actual bandwidth allocated to the VP, which may be
dierent from MlCL , is denoted by ClCL . Lastly, 'lCL and 'lCO denote the total oered
loads of connectionless ows and connection-oriented ows, respectively, on the ATM link
l.
We now present a formal denition of long-term regulation. The objective of long-term
regulation is to provide priority to connection-oriented tra c over connectionless tra c at
an ATM link, while guaranteeing a minimum bandwidth allocation to connectionless tra c.

De nition 3.5 A bandwidth allocation to connectionless trac is said to provide

long-term regulation if for each ATM link l, the bandwidth allocated to the VP carrying
connectionless trac is given by

ClCL = max ( min ( 'lCL  MlCL )  min ( 'lCL  ClATM ; 'lCO ))
Note here that the variable ClCL in Denition 3.5 is equivalent to the variable Cl used
in Theorems 3.1 and 3.2.
Theorem 3.1 gives a mathematical model for a short-term bandwidth regulation mechanism that achieves the goals of inter-class and intra-class fairness. Theorem 3.2 develops
a similar mathematical model for a medium-term bandwidth regulation which has as its
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goal class level fairness. Finally, Denition 3.5 presents a formal denition of long-term
regulation that gives priority to connection-oriented tra c. In the next section, we use
Theorems 3.1 and 3.2, and Denition 3.5 to derive a protocol that implements long-term,
medium-term, and short-term regulation. We will show that the multi-level bandwidth
regulation can be implemented by a relatively simple protocol.

3.3 The Single Class Case
In this section we present a formal proof of a special case of Theorem 3.1, with only one
tra c class. Theorem 3.3, which is a restatement of Theorem 3.1 for the special case of a
network with only one dened class, (i.e., jPj = 0), provides a mechanism for a bandwidth
allocation that provides only intra-class fairness.

Theorem 3.3 Given a network with topology T with oered load set . Then there exists

a unique bandwidth allocation which is intra-class fair with maximal shares p (l). The
maximal shares are determined by a solution of the following equation system 2 .

8
>
>
< CljO;lj%l if Ol 6=

 (l ) = >
>
:1
otherwise

(3.28)

subject to the side condition

X

X

Cl ; %l  0

(3.29)

i + jRl (k)j (k) and the sets Ul , Rl , and Ol are dened for all l 2 Ll
where %l =
k2L
i2Ul
as

Ul = fi 2 "l j (l)  i  i 62

k2L

Rl(k)g

(3.30)

Ol = fi 2 "l j l = li  (l) < ig

Rl(k) = fi 2 "l j k = li  (k) < ig
2

In equation (3.28) jX j denotes the cardinality of a set X .

(3.31)
for k 6= l

(3.32)
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We will prove the theorem by presenting an iterative algorithm to determine a solution
of the equation system. We show that the algorithm terminates after a xed number of
iterations. We then show that the solution obtained by the algorithm is a solution to the
equation system. Finally, we show that the solution to the equation system is
1. maximally fair and waste-free.
2. unique.
Algorithm 1 repeatedly improves the -values for all links still in consideration during each
iteration. In the ith iteration, the link with the smallest -value, li is eliminated from
consideration. At this point, we set  (li) = (i) (li ), where (i) (li) is the -value of link li
in the ith iteration.
We shall prove the theorem after proving the following lemmas.

Lemma 3.5 (1)(l)  (2)(l) 

(m) (l) where (i)(l), 1  i  n is obtained in step
12 of Algorithm 1, for any link l such that (i) (l) is not chosen as the minimum -value in


any of the m iterations.

Proof:



We select a link l such that for all i  m, (i) (l) > 0min(i) (i)(l0) . In the nth iteration
l 2L
of the algorithm, the value of (n) (l) as obtained in step 12 depends on the value of U(l n)
obtained in step 11. There are three dierent cases depending on the values of U(l n) and
U(l n+1). We show that in every case the lemma holds.
Case 1: U(l n) = "(l n).
From step 11 of the algorithm, it follows that the following condition must hold:
max
i  Cl ;
(n)

i2l

X

(n)

j 2l

In step 12, the algorithm sets (n) (l) = 1.
Now, from steps 17 and 18 we have,

Cl ;

X

(n)

j 2l

j ;

nX
;1
k=1

R(l k)(lk) (lkk) = Cl ;

j ;

nX
;1
k=1

X
(n+1)

j 2l

R(l k)(lk) (lkk)

j ;

nX
;1
k=1

R(l k)(lk )

(3.33)

;

X
(n)

i (3.34)

i2Rl (ln )
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It follows from the selection of R(l n) (ln) that

X

i > R(l n) (ln ) (n) (ln)

(n)

(3.35)

i2Rl (ln)

By combining (3.34) and (3.35) we get

Cl ;

X

j 2(l n)

j ;

nX
;1
k=1

Rl(k)(lk) (lkk) < Cl ;
< Cl ;

X
j 2(l n+1)

X

j 2(l n+1)

Since "(l n+1)  "(l n) , it follows with (3.36) that
max
i  Cl ;
(n+1)

i2l

X

(n+1)

j 2l

j ;

j ;
j ;

n
X

nX
;1
k=1
n
X
k=1

R(l k)(lk )

;

R(l k)(lk ) (lkk)

R(l k)(lk) (lkk)

k=1

R(l n)(ln) (n) (ln)
(3.36)

(3.37)

In the (n + 1)th iteration, in step 11, because of (3.37), U(l n+1) = "(l n+1). Therefore, in
step 12, (n+1) (l) = 1.
Case 2: U(l n) 6= "(l n) and U(l n+1) = "(l n+1).
It follows from step 12 that (n) (l)  1 and (n+1) (l) = 1. Therefore (n) (l)  (n+1) (l).

Case 3: U(l n) 6= "(l n) and U(l n+1) 6= "(l n+1).

In the nth iteration of the algorithm, in step 12, we get

Cl ;
(n)(l) =

X

i2U(l n)

In the next iteration, in step 12

Cl ;


(n+1)

(l) =

N
:= D

i ;

nX
;1
k=1

"(l n)

X
i2U(l n+1)

;

i ;

"(l n+1)

Rl(k)(lk) (k)(lk)
U(l n)
n
X
k=1
;

(3.38)

R(l k)(lk) (k)(lk)
U(l n+1)

(3.39)
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With (3.40), equation (3.38) is rewritten as

X
R(l k)(lk ) (k)(lk ) ;
i
(n+1)
(n)
(n)
k
=1
i2Ul
i2Ul \Rl (ln )
n
o
(n+1)
(n+1)
(n)
"l
; Ul
+ Rl (ln ) + i j i 2 U(l n) \ R(l n) (ln)
n
X
X
X
Cl ;
i ;
R(l k)(lk ) (k)(lk ) + R(l n)(ln) (n)(ln) ;
i
(n+1)
(n)
(n)
k
=1
i2Ul
i2Ul \Rl (ln)
n
o
(n+1)
(n+1)
(n)
(n)
(n)
"l
; Ul
+ Rl (ln ) + i j i 2 Ul \ Rl (ln)
N + R(l n)(ln) (n)(ln)
D + R(l n)(ln) + fi j i 2 U(l n) \ R(l n)(ln)g

N + Rl(n)(ln) (n)(ln) ; (n)(l) ; fi j i 2 U(l n) \ R(l n)(ln)g (n)(l)
(3.40)
D
Cl ;

(n) (l) =

=
=
=

X

i ;

nX
;1

As (n) (ln )  (n) (l) it follows from equation (3.40) that

(n) (l) < N
D
= (n+1) (l)

(3.41)

Therefore, the lemma is proved.

Lemma 3.6 Algorithm 1 gives a solution to the equation system in (3.28) { (3.32).
Proof:

We will prove the lemma by induction over the number of iterations in Algorithm 1. In the
following, we assume without loss of generality that link lk is selected in the kth iteration
of Step 12 of the algorithm.


First Iteration :
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Since in the rst iteration, R(0)(lk ) = , we obtain in Steps 11 and 12 of Algorithm 1:

8
>
X
>
"l
if max

 Cl ;
j
>
i
i2l
>
j
2

>
l
>
<
U(1)
= >
(3.42)
l
X
>
>
Cl ;
j
>
>
>
: fi 2 "l j i  j" j ; jfjj22"l jj< i   gj g otherwise
l
l j
i
8
>
>
>
1
if U(1)
l = "l
>
<
X
(3.43)
(1)(l) =
Cl ;
i
>
(1)
>
i2U
>
: j"lj ; jUl (1)j otherwise
l

In (3.42) and (3.43), we observe that for bi = maxi2U(1) i it holds that

X

j 2l  j <bi

l

j =

fj 2 "l j j  bi g

X

j 2Ul

(1)

j

= U(1)
l

(3.44)
(3.45)

Thus, for all sets U(1)
l we get:
(1)
U(1)
l = fi 2 "l j  (l)  ig

(3.46)

Next we consider link l1 as selected in Step 12 and set

 (l1) := (1)(l1)

(3.47)

From the previous lemma, it follows that  (l1) = minl2L ( (l)), that is, link l1 is
the link with the smallest share. We obtain in (3.32):

Rl(l1) =
Ol1 = "l1 n U(1)
l1

for all l 6= l1

(3.48)
(3.49)

All ows i 2 "l1 which satisfy i >  (l1) have their bottleneck at link l1. Thus, we
obtain for all l 6= l1 that
Rl(l1) = R(1)(l)
(3.50)
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Finally, (3.46) and (3.47) yield:

Ul1 = U(1)
(3.51)
l1
We have found a solution for  (l1), Ul1 , and Ol1 , and Rl (l1) in (3.28) { (3.32).


nth Iteration :
Assume that Algorithm 1 has executed (n ; 1) iterations, and found sets

Rilk (li)
and values

for 1  i < n

(3.52)

(1)(l1)  (2)(l2)  : : :(n)(ln;1 )

(3.53)

Algorithm 1 has found the following solutions for all 1  i < n:

(li) = (i) (li )

(3.54)

Uli = U(lii)

(3.55)

Rlk (li) = R(lki)(li)

k>i

(3.56)

Next we show that Algorithm 1 correctly calculates  (ln), Uln , and Rlk (ln ) for all
k > n. Also, we will show that  (ln ) satises the condition from the previous
iterations, that is  (ln )   (ln;1 ).
Note that from Step 18 in the previous (n ; 1) iterations, we obtain for all k  n:
"(k) (lk ) = "(lk ) n
= "(lk ) n

j<n
j<n

R(lkj)(lj )

(3.57)

Rlk (lj )

(3.58)

From Step 11 and Step 12 in Algorithm 1, we observe that bi = maxi2U(n) i satises:

X

(n)

j 2l  j <bi
(n)

fj 2 "l

j =

j j  bi g

X

(n)

j 2Ul

= U(l n)

l

j

(3.59)
(3.60)
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Therefore, we can write for each l 2 L(n) :

U(l n) = fi 2 "(l n) j (n)(l) > ig

(3.61)

With (3.58), the last equation can be rewritten as:

U(lkn) = fi 2 "lk j (n)(lk ) > i k  ng

(3.62)

Now consider ln , selected in Step 12 of Algorithm 2, and set

(ln) = (n)(ln)

(3.63)

Since, by Lemma 3.5, (n;1) (ln )  (n) (ln), we obtain our rst claim, that is,



 (ln)   (ln;1)

(3.64)

As  (ln ) = minl2L(n) (n) (l) , i.e., link ln has the smallest share among the remaining links, we obtain
R(lnn)(l) =
for all l 2 L(n)
(3.65)
Also, it follows with (3.58) that

Oln = "(lnn) n U(lnn)
= ("ln n

j<n

Rln (lj )) n U(lnn)

(3.66)
(3.67)

From (3.61) it follows with (3.63) that

Uln = U(lnn)

(3.68)

Thus we have found a solution for  (ln), Uln , and Oln in (3.28) { (3.32). With (3.64)
we have veried that ln satises the condition on  (ln ) from the previous iterations.
If n 6= jLj, all ows i 2 "(lnn) with i >  (ln ) have their bottleneck at link ln . Thus,
we can verify that the selected  (ln ) is such that for all l 2 L n flng we have

Rl(ln) = R(l n)(ln)

(3.69)

The induction shows that Algorithm 1 constructs a solution of the equation system
in (3.28) { (3.32).
2
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

L(0) := L

for each l 2 L do

(1)(l) := (l)
for each k 2 L, k 6= l do
R(0)(l) := 

endfor
endfor
for n := 1 until n = jLj do
L( ) := L( ;1)
for each8l 2 L( ) do
n

n

n

>
>

>
>
>
>
8
>
<>
>
U => >
<
>
i2
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
:
>
>
:

2(n)
l

l

(n)

l

j

X

Cl ;

(n)

l

l

12.

i

i

(n)

X

if max   C ;

(n)

11.
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j  

j

2

(n)
l j

2(n)
l

j ;



1

l

(n)

(n)

l

l

endfor

14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

Select index l with ( ) (l ) = min 2L
L( ) := L( ) n fl g
n

k

(n)

(n+1)

l

(n)

n

l

(n)

(n)
l

l

(k )

k

n

n

Algorithm 1.

j

lk

(n)

i

i

(n)

(n)

l

l

(k )
lk

; (l)
(n)

n

n

jR (l )j  
(k )

if U = 

(n)

l

1

k)

lk

9
>
>
>
=
>
>
>


otherwise

for each l 2 L do
R (l ) = fi 2  j  (l ) <   i 2  g
 (l) :=  (l) n R (l )
endfor
endfor
(n)

k

n

k =1

13.

n

k

l

l

(k )

i

n

;
X

n

n

n

(n)
l

jR( )(l )j  (

k =1

l

i

1

j( )j ; jfj 2 ( ) j  <  gj

i

l

;
X

n

k =1

i

8
>
1
>
>
;
<
X
X
(l) = > C ;
 ;
jR (l )j  
>
2U
>
:
j j ; jU j

n

j ;

( n)
ln

otherwise
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Lemma 3.7 The equation system in (3.28) { (3.32) has an unique solution.
Proof:

Let there exist two maximally fair solutions to the equation system (3.28) { (3.32), which are
denoted by f1 (l) j l 2 Lg and f2 (l) j l 2 Lg, respectively. The corresponding throughputs
obtained by a ow i is denoted by i1 and i2 respectively. As they are dierent solutions,
there must exist a ow i such that i1 6= i2. Without loss of generality, we assume that the
links lj 2 L are ordered such that 1 (lj )  1 (lj +1 ), 1  j < n, where n = jLj. We show
by induction on the links lj that all ows receive identical allocations in both solutions.
Induction Basis: i 62 "l1
We assume that there is a ow i 2 "l1 , such that i1 6= i2. As 1 (lj )  1 (lj +1 ), 1  j < n,
i must either be an underloaded ow, or overloaded at link l1, according to the rst solution.
Case 1: i is an underloaded ow in the rst solution, i.e., i1 = i.
Obviously, i2 < i1 < i as a ow cannot exceed its oered load.
Case 2: i is an overloaded ow in the rst solution, i.e., i1 = 1.
In this case there must exist a ow i such that i2 < i1, because if for all i 2 "l1 , i2  i1,
P
P
P
P
then i2l1 i2  i2l1 i1. But as i2l1 i1 = Cl1 , this implies that i2l1 i2  Cl1 ,
which is contrary to equation 3.3. Obviously, i2 < i1 < i .
Therefore in both cases, there exists a ow i such that i2 < i1. Let i2 = 2 (lk ),
1  k  n. Now, note that since i1  1 (l1), 2 (lk )  1 (l1). By the assumption on
the ordering of the links, 1 (lm )  1 (l1) > 2 (lk ) for all 1 < m  n. Now, consider
a ow h 2 "lk . If h 2 U2lk , then h1 = h2 = h . Otherwise, h1 > h2. Therefore,
P
P
2
1

h2lk h < h2lk h = Clk < Clk . Hence, the solution 2 (l), l 2 L is not maximal.
Therefore 1 (l1) = 2(l1), and for all ows i 2 "l1 , i2 = i1, i.e., all ows passing through
link l1 obtain equal throughput in both solutions.
Induction Hypothesis: i 62 "lj , j < J  n
We assume that all ows passing through link lj , j < J , obtain equal throughput in both
solutions, i.e., 1 (lj ) = 2 (lj ), and for all ows i 2 "lj , i2 = i1.
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Induction Step: i 62 "lj , j = J
We assume that there exists a ow i 2 "lJ such that i2 6= i1.
Note that by assumption on the ordering of the links, and the denition of R1lJ (lk ),
k < J . Hence by the induction hypothesis, for all ows i 2 "lk , i2 = i1. Therefore, the
ow i has to be a member of exactly one of the sets O1lJ or U1lJ .
Case 1: i 2 U1lJ , i.e., 1i = 1i .
Obviously, i2 < i1 = i , as a ow cannot exceed its oered load.
Case 2: i 2 O1lJ .
We claim that there must exist a ow i such that i2 < i1, because, if for all k 2 "lJ , k2  k1
P
P
P
and as by assumption i2 6= i1, then i2lJ i2 > i2lJ i1. But, as i2lJ i1 = ClJ , this
P
implies that i2lJ i2 > ClJ , which is contrary to equation (3.29). Therefore, there always
exist a ow i such that i2 < i1.
Let link lm be the bottleneck of ow i in the second solution. Therefore, we have
i2 = 2(lm ). Note that by the induction hypothesis, if i 2 "lk , k < J , then i2 = i1.
Therefore, m > J . Since i2 < i1, therefore 2 (lm) < 1 (lj ). By the assumption on the
ordering of the links, 2 (lm) < 1 (lk ) for J  k  n.
Now consider a ow h passing through link lm, i.e., h 2 "lm . If the ow h also passes
through a link lk , k < J , then by the induction hypothesis, h2 = h1. Otherwise, h2 < h1.
Therefore, for all ows h 2 "lm , h2  h1. Also, we have already obtained that i2 < i1.
P
P
Hence, it follows that h2lm h2 < h2lm h1 = Clm . But, then the second bandwidth
allocation is not maximal. Hence, for all i 2 "lj , i2 = i1.
Therefore, there can be only one maximal solution to the equation system.
2

Proof of Theorem 3.3:

In Lemma 3.6, we have proved that the equation system in (3.28){(3.32) has a solution.
As equations (3.28){(3.32) are a special instance of the equation system (3.1){(3.6), by
Lemma 3.3, a solution of the equation system (3.28){(3.32) will be maximally fair. Finally,
in Lemma 3.7, we show that the solution of the equations (3.28){(3.32) is unique. Thus, we
have proved Theorem 3.3.
2

Chapter 4
Experimental Results
In Chapter 3, we developed a bandwidth allocation scheme that described a fair and wastefree allocation for a complex internetwork. We then extended the scheme to describe multilevel bandwidth allocation in an ATM network. In x4.1, we present a simple protocol, called
the p{protocol, to implement the bandwidth allocation algorithm in the context of a packetswitched internetwork. The protocol achieves both inter-class regulation among dierent
tra c classes as well as intra-class regulation among ows belonging to each tra c class.
We demonstrate the eectiveness of the protocol with the aid of a simulation experiment.
In x4.2, we extend the protocol to perform multi-level bandwidth allocation in an ATM
network. We present a set of simulation experiments to show that the modied protocol,
referred to as the c{protocol, eectively achieves the desired multi-level regulation.

4.1 A Bandwidth Regulation Protocol for Packet-switched
Networks
The p{protocol is designed to be used in a packet-switched internetwork as illustrated in
Figure 3.1. The internetwork consists of a set of gateways connected by network links.
The gateways may be either internal gateways or access gateways. Internal gateways are
connected only to other gateways, while access gateways are linked to other gateways as
well as to host systems, either directly, or through a local area network. The p{protocol is
implemented exclusively at the gateways, except for a rate controller at the sources. The
protocol is described in detail in x4.1.1 and the simulation results are detailed in x4.1.2.
54
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4.1.1 The p{protocol
The p{protocol implements intra-class and inter-class bandwidth allocations developed in
Chapter 3 by providing a distributed mechanism for calculating the maximal shares and
surplus values. The mechanisms for implementing the protocol are described as a set of
extensions to a connectionless network layer protocol, such as IP or CLNP.
The protocol recognizes three sets of entities, the ow sources, the access gateways,
and the internal gateways. A ow source, usually a host computer, is the origin of the ow
and is assumed to have knowledge about the oered load of the ow. It also maintains
a rate controller, which enforces compliance to the bandwidth allocation. All gateways,
both access and internal, maintain a set of counters to keep track of the bandwidth being
utilized on each outgoing link during an interval (called the update interval). At the end of
an update interval, a gateway calculates share values for each outgoing link, and transmits
them to access gateways. In addition to the above, an access gateway also calculates the
throughput limits for all ows accessing the network through it. The throughput limit is
calculated from the share values received from other gateways, and is made available to the
respective ow source.

(a) Extensions to Packet Header
For the p{protocol we require four additional elds in the packet header, referred to as
class eld, link-id eld, plus ag, and minus ag. The class eld contains information
on the ow class of a packet. The link-id eld must be large enough to accommodate a
unique identication of a network link. In the following we assume that a link identication
consists of a pair `gw:li' where `gw' is the network address of a gateway, and `li' identies
an outgoing link of the gateway. The plus ag and the minus ag have a length of one bit.
The content of the header elds is described by:
class field

link-id field

plus flag minus flag

In the following, we will use `+' to indicate a set plus ag in a packet header, `{' to indicate
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a set minus ag, and `.' to indicate that a ag is not set.

(b) Update Intervals and Rate Control at Sources
The p{protocol has a system parameter, the so-called update interval. We assume the size
of the update interval to be of the same order as update periods in routing protocols.
At the end of an update interval, each gateway gw sends for each outgoing link gw:li
a control packet with content p gw:li sharep to all access gateways. The control
packet indicates the maximum number of bytes that any class-p ow can transmit on link
gw:li during an update interval. Below, in (e), we will discuss how a gateway calculates
the values for Sharep (gw:li). After receiving the control packets, the access gateway which
is closest to the source of a class-p ow, say ow i, calculates
Quotai] = min (Sharep (gw:li) j gw:li

is on the route of class-p ow i)

(4.1)

and communicates the value of Quotai] to the source of ow i, typically a host system.
The source of ow i maintains a rate control mechanism which limits the transmission to
Quotai], the maximum amount of data that ow i can transmit during an update interval.
We ignore the details of the rate controller and assume only that it does not allow excessive
tra c bursts.

(c) States of Flows
Sources of ows have information on the bandwidth demands of their ows, denoted by
Loadi] for ow i. Also, the sources keep state information on their ows. A ow is either
underloaded, or overloaded at some gateway on its route.




If Loadi]  Quotai], then ow i is underloaded.
For underloaded ows, the source sets the header of each packet to p NIL

.

If Loadi] > Quotai], and Quotai], as calculated in equation (4.1), is such that
Quotai] = Sharep (gw:li), then ow i is `overloaded at gw:li'.
In this case the source of the ow sets all packet headers to p gw:li
.
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Flows can change their state due to changes of their bandwidth demand or changes of
Quotai]. The following state transitions can occur:


underloaded =) overloaded at gw:li.
In this case, the source sets the header of the ow's next packet to
.
p gw:li +



overloaded at gw:li =) underloaded.
Then, the source sets the header of the next packet to p



gw:li

;

.

overloaded at gw1:li1 =) overloaded at gw2:li2.
This state transition is only feasible if both links gw1:li1 and gw2:li2 are on
the ow's route. The header of the rst packet after the state transition is set to
, and in the immediately following packet, the header is set to
p gw:li2 +
p gw:li1
; .

(d) Operations at the Gateways
Next we discuss the functions performed by a gateway, say gateway gw. Each outgoing link
of the gateway, say, gw:li, is assigned a capacity Cap(gw:li) which expresses the number
of bytes that the link can transmit in an update interval. For a ow class p, the bandwidth
guarantee at link gw:li, denoted by Guarp (gw:li), gives the transmission guarantee of ow
class p during an update interval. The gateway maintains two counters, Ratep (gw:li) and
OLp (gw:li), and two variables, Sharep(gw:li) and Surplusp (gw:li), for each ow class
with Guarp (gw:li) > 0. The counters and variables are mandatory for default class `0'.
The counters at gateway gw are updated upon receiving a packet that will be routed
on outgoing link gw:li. If the elds of the packet header are
p gw:li1
or
p NIL
with
gw1:li1 6= gw:li
with Guarp (gw:li) > 0, then Ratep (gw:li) is incremented by the packet size. With the
same packet header, but Guarp(gw:li) = 0, Rate0(gw:li) is incremented.
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If the packet header contains p gw:li +
, and Guarp (gw:li) > 0, then
OLp (gw:li) is incremented by one. For Guarp (gw:li) = 0, OL0 (gw:li) is incremented by
one. Likewise, if the packet header reads p gw:li
; , then OLp (gw:li) is decremented by one. If Guarp (gw:li) = 0, then OL0 (gw:li) will be decremented by one.

(e) Calculation of Share and Surplus Values
After the end of an update interval, each gateway updates its variables Sharep (gw:li) and
Surplusp (gw:li) by performing the following computations.

8
>
>
infinity
if OLp (gw:li) = 0
>
>
>
<
Sharep (gw:li) =
>
>
>
>
p (gw:li);Ratep (gw:li)
: Guarp(gw:li)+Surplus
otherwise
OLp (gw:li)

(4.2)

and
Surplusp(gw:li) =

8
>
>
>
infinity
if OLp (gw:li) = 0 for all p
>
>
>
<
(4.3)
>
X
X
>
>
Cap(gw:li);
Guarq (gw:li) ;
Rateq (gw:li)
>
>
OLq (gw:li)>0
OLq (gw:li)=0
>
otherwise
:
jfq j OLp(gw:li) > 0gj

The results for the new values for Sharep (gw:li) and Surplusp (gw:li) are sent to all
access gateways in the abovementioned control packets with content
p

gw:li

Sharep (gw:li)

;

and

p

gw:li

Sharep (gw:li)

+

if OLp (gw:li) = 0,
otherwise.

Finally, the gateway resets its counters Ratep (gw:li) to zero.
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Figure 4.1: Simulated Network.
Note that equations (4.2) and (4.3) are based on our Theorem 3.1. In equations (4.2)
and (4.3), infinity is chosen such that infinity  Cap (gw:li). Both equations can be
computed for all ow classes without information on the share or surplus values at other
gateways. By setting gw:li l, and by neglecting that Theorem 3.1 is expressed in terms of
data rates, we obtain the following relation between equations (4.2) { (4.3) and Theorem 3.1:
Sharep (gw:li)
Cap(gw:li)
OLp (gw:li)

p (l)
Cl
jOlp j

Surplusp (gw:li)
Guarp(gw:li)
Ratep(gw:li)

l
Glp
%lp

4.1.2 Simulation Experiment
To provide insight into the dynamics of our bandwidth regulation p{protocol we present
a simulation experiment that shows the transient behavior during changes of the network
load. The simulation was implemented using the REAL (version 4.0) network simulator
22]. We modied the source code of REAL to include our protocol.
For the simulations, we make the following assumptions. Packet sizes are constant for
all ows and set to 125 Bytes. Propagation delays are small and set to 10 s. Each source
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Flow
Destination
Route
Class Oered Start
(Source Host)
Host
Load Time (in s)
S1
D1
(L1  L2  L3 ) 0 10 Mb/s t = 0
S2
D2
(L1  L2 )
II 40 Mb/s t = 20
S3
D3
(L1  L2  L3 ) II 70 Mb/s t = 40
S4
D4
(L2  L3 )
0 70 Mb/s t = 90
S5
D5
(L3 )
I
60 Mb/s t = 140
Table 4.1: Flow Parameters.
of a ow, i.e., a host, has knowledge of the oered load, and generates packets after xed
time intervals. Packet losses due to transmission errors or buer overows at gateways do
not occur. The latter is achieved by selecting the buer sizes at gateways su ciently large.
Also, end-to-end window ow control mechanisms are not used in the simulation. Finally,
the scheduling discipline at all gateways is assumed to be FIFO.
As shown in Figure 4.1, the topology of the simulated network consists of ten hosts,
S1 { S5 and D1 { D5, and four gateways, G1 { G4. The network links, denoted by L1,
L2 and L3, each have a capacity of 10 Mb/s. We simulate the behavior of ve ows from
three dierent ow classes: 0, I, and II. The bandwidth guarantees of the ow classes are
identical at all links, and denoted by G0 , GI , and GII . The guarantees are set to:

G0 = 15 Mb/s for class 0
GI = 30 Mb/s for class I
GII = 55 Mb/s for class II:
The parameters of the ve ows in Figure 4.1, that is, source host, destination host,
route, ow class membership, oered load, and time of rst packet transmission, are summarized in Table 4.1. Since each host is the source or destination of at most one ow,
we will use the source host to identify a ow. The length of the update interval between
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calculations of share and quota values is set to 2 seconds.
In the simulations, we measure the data that each ow can transmit on a link during
an update interval. The simulation results are summarized in Figure 4.2. The gure depicts
three graphs which show, separate for each link, the bandwidth (in Mb/s) utilized by each
ow. From top to bottom, the graphs show the transmissions by gateway G1 on link
L1, by gateway G2 on link L2, and by gateway G3 on link L3. Each data point in the
graph corresponds to the amount of data that is transmitted during an update interval of
2 seconds.
Next we discuss the outcome of the simulation.
 At t = 0, ow S1 from class 0 starts transmission on all three links. Since no other
ow is transmitting, ow S1 is underloaded and can send its entire load of 10 Mb/s.
 At t = 20, class-II ow S2 with a load of 40 Mb/s becomes active on links L1 and
L2. Since both ows S1 and S2 are underloaded with respect to their class guarantees, they
are allowed to transmit at their oered loads.
 At t = 40, another class-II ow, S3, starts to transmit over links L1, L2, and L3,
with an oered load of 70 Mb/s. With S3, class II requires more bandwidth on link L1
than it is guaranteed. As it is the only such class, inter-class regulation permits class II
to borrow from the bandwidth guarantees made to other classes. Thus, class II obtains 90
Mb/s bandwidth for transmissions on link L1. Within class II, there is one underloaded
ow (S2) and one overloaded ow (S3). Intra-class regulation now controls the bandwidth
allocation to these ows. The theoretical share and surplus values for link L1, as well as
the ow throughputs after t = 40 are calculated as follows1 :

0(L1) I (L1) II (L1) L1
Link L1

{

{

50

35

S 1 S 2 S 3
10

40

50

In Figure 4.2 it can be seen that the protocol quickly settles at the predicted values.
 At t = 90, ow S4 from class 0 starts transmission on links L2 and L3 with an oered
load of 70 Mb/s. Then, both classes 0 and II require their respective bandwidth guarantees
1

The data in the tables is given in Mb/s. For clarity, we substituted the symbol `1' by `{'.
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on link L2. Since there is no class-I tra c on link L2, inter-class regulation permits the
bandwidth guarantee to class I to be split between classes 0 and II. After t = 90, the
expected share and surplus values for link L2, and the throughputs of ows with tra c on
link L2 are as follows:

0(L2) I (L2) II (L2) L2
Link L2

20

{

35

15

S1 S 2 S 3 S4
1

35

35

20

Within class 0, ow S1 is underloaded and S4 is overloaded at link L2. Note in Figure 4.2
that the throughputs of S2 and S3 drop to 35 Mb/s.
 At t = 140, ow S5 from class I becomes active on link L3 with a load of 60 Mb/s.
Since ow S5 requires its entire bandwidth guarantee of 30 Mb/s at link L3, inter-class
regulation forces all other classes to reduce transmissions to their respective guarantees.
This results in an interesting shift of bottleneck links. The reduced bandwidth at link L3
decreases the throughput available to S4 (from class 0), and causes a shift of ow S4's
bottleneck from link L2 to L3. This in turn, makes bandwidth available for class-II ows
on link L2, yielding a throughput increase for ows S2 and S3. However, since ow S2 is
still restricted at its bottleneck link L2, it cannot fully utilize its bandwidth guarantee at
link L3. Hence, ow S4 from class 0 and ow S5 from class I can borrow the unused class-II
guarantee on link L3. Note from Figure 4.2 that the protocol requires a few iterations
before settling at the correct bandwidth allocation. Eventually, the following theoretically
expected values are obtained :

0(L2) I (L2) II (L2) L2
Link L2

Link L3

{

21.7

S1 S2 S 3 S 4 S 5

0(L3) I (L3) II (L3) L3

10 38.3 38.3 13.3 38.3

13.3

{

38.3

38.3

{

8.3
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Figure 4.2: Simulation Results.
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4.2 A Multi-level Bandwidth Regulation Protocol for ATM
Networks
The c{protocol is designed to be implemented in an ATM network which supports both
connection-oriented and connectionless tra c. The protocol assumes that the direct model
discussed in Chapter 1, is used by the ATM network to support connectionless tra c. As
shown in Figure 3.3, a number of CLSs are linked together by virtual paths to form a virtual
overlay network. Host systems access the network via access CLSs, which are connected to
both host systems and other CLSs. The internal CLSs are connected only to other CLSs.
The c{protocol is limited to regulating the tra c carried on the virtual network of CLSs.
The c{protocol is discussed in greater detail in x4.2.1, and the results of our simulation
experiments are presented in x4.2.2.

4.2.1 The c{protocol
The c{protocol is able to implement the three-level bandwidth regulation discussed in Chapter 3. It relies upon the mathematical relations developed in Theorem 3.1 to achieve shortterm bandwidth regulation which is both inter-class and intra-class fair. Medium-term
regulation is achieved using Theorem 3.2 to satisfy class level fairness conditions. Finally,
Denition 3.5 is used to achieve long-term regulation.
Unlike the p{protocol, the c{protocol does not regulate all tra c ows in the network. It only regulates the connectionless tra c that is carried on the virtual network
of CLSs. Connection-oriented tra c carried by the ATM network separately is not controlled by the c{protocol. The short-term regulation achieved by the c{protocol is similar
to the bandwidth regulation implemented by the p{protocol, and also achieves inter-class
and intra-class fairness. Medium-term regulation is achieved by dynamically varying the
guarantees to the ow classes, which were assumed to be constant in the p{protocol. The
c{protocol achieves long-term regulation by adjusting the bandwidth allocated to the VPs
forming the virtual network. Long-term regulation is beyond the scope of the p{protocol,
as it deals with actual network links with xed capacity.
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Figure 4.3: Update Intervals.

(a) Extensions to CL-PDU Header
The p{protocol requires four additional elds in the CL-PDU header. The contents of the
header elds are described by :
class field

VP-id field

plus flag minus flag

The header elds are identical to that of the c{protocol except for the VP-id eld, which
denotes a unique identication of a network VP. Similar to x4.1.1, we assume that a VP
identication consists of a pair `cls:li' where `cls' is the network address of a CLS, and
`li' identies an outgoing VP of the CLS. The CL-PDU size refers to the total number of
bytes needed to transmit the CL-PDU using 53 byte ATM cells.

(b) Update Intervals
The c{protocol has three system parameters, the ow update interval Tf , the class update
interval Tc , and the VP update interval Tv . We assume the size of Tv to be of the same
order as update periods in routing protocols. Tv is an integral multiple of Tc which is in
turn an integral multiple of Tf . The relations between the three update intervals and the
calculations performed at the end of each are illustrated graphically in Figure 4.3.
At the end of every ow update interval, the bandwidth allocated to each ow is recalculated by performing the calculations detailed in (f). At the end of every class update
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interval, the bandwidth guarantee of each ow class is recalculated by performing the calculations described in (g) in addition to the calculations in (f). Finally, at the end of every
Tv the bandwidth allocation to the VPs carrying connectionless tra c is recalculated using
the calculations in (h) after performing the calculations in (f) and (g).

(c) Rate Control at Sources
At the end of a ow update interval, the CLSs perform the same operations undertaken by the gateways in x4.1.1. The CLS broadcasts a control CL-PDU with contents
p cls:li sharep . The control CL-PDU indicates the maximum number of bytes
that any class-p ow can transmit on VP cls:li during an update interval. The exact
procedure for calculating the values of Sharep (cls:li) is detailed in (f). The value of
Quotai] for a ow i is calculated according to the following equation:
Quotai] = min (Sharep (cls:li) j cls:li is

The value of
controller.

Quotai]

on the route of class-p ow i)

(4.4)

is then communicated to the source of ow i, for use by the rate

(d) States of Flows
Like the p{protocol, the c{protocol also denes two states of ows. A ow is either underloaded, or overloaded at some CLS on its route. The denitions of the two states, as well as
the permitted state transitions are identical to those described in x4.1.1.

(e) Operations at the Connectionless Servers
The Connectionless Servers in the c{protocol perform the same functions as the gateways
of the p{protocol. In addition to the counters and variables maintained at the gateways, the CLSs maintain a separate counter Totalp (cls:li), for each ow class with
Guarp (cls:li) > 0. The counters and variables are mandatory for default class `0'. In
addition, each CLS maintains a counter Util(cls:li) for each outgoing VP (cls:li).
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The counters Ratep(cls:li) and OLp (cls:li) are updated upon receiving a CL-PDU
which will be routed on outgoing VP cls:li. The rules for updating the counters are
the same as in the p{protocol (x4.1, part (d)). In addition, for all CL-PDUs received,
Totalp (cls:li) is incremented by the CL-PDU size.

(f) Short-term Regulation
The c{protocol achieves short-term regulation by recalculating share and surplus values
after every ow update interval. The calculations performed are similar to the calculations performed by the p{protocol at the end of each update interval (x4.1.1, part (e)).
After the end of every Tf time units, each CLS updates its variables Sharep (cls:li) and
Surplusp (cls:li) by performing the following computations:
Surplusp (cls:li) =

8
>
>
if OL (cls:li) = 0 for all p
>
< infinity
X
X p
(4.5)
Cap(cls:li);
Guarq (cls:li) ;
Rateq (cls:li)
>
>
OLq (cls:li)>0
OLq (cls:li)=0
>
:
otherwise
jfq j OL (gw:li) > 0gj
p

and
Sharep (cls:li) =

8
>
>
< infinity
>
>
: Guarp(cls:li);Surplusp(cls:li);Ratep(cls:li)
OLp (cls:li)

if OLp (cls:li) = 0
otherwise

(4.6)

The above equations are based on our Theorem 3.1. Note that equations (4.5) and (4.6)
can be computed for all ow classes without information on the share or surplus values at
other CLSs. The results for the new values for Sharep (cls:li) are encapsulated in the
following control CL-PDU: p cls:li Sharep . The control CL-PDUs are sent to all
access CLSs as described in (c). Finally, the CLS resets its counters Ratep (cls:li) to zero.
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(g) Medium-term Regulation
Medium-term regulation involves periodic recalculation of guarantees provided to each ow
class. At the end of every Tc time units, the following calculations are performed at each
CLS after performing the calculations detailed in (f). In the following equations we shall
use the notation:
length of ow update interval
Tp(cls:li) Totalp (cls:li)
(4.7)
length of class update interval
We use a variable Min-Guarp (cls:li) as a measure of the minimum guarantee that class
p is entitled to receive at VP \cls:li". The guarantee Guarp (cls:li) will be less than
Min-Guarp (cls:li) if and only if Tp (cls:li) < Min-Guarp (cls:li). First, the fraction of
bandwidth that is available for redistribution is calculated:
Spare(cls:li) =
Cap(cls:li)(1 ;

X

X

Min-Guarp (cls:li)) ;
Tp (cls:li)
Tp(cls:li) Guarp (cls:li)
Tp(cls:li)<Guarp (cls:li)
Cap(cls:li)

(4.8)

We then divide the spare bandwidth among all classes that have utilized their full guarantees. Guar-share(cls:li) is the variable denoting the fraction of the surplus bandwidth
that each such class is entitled to receive.

8
>
>
>
if Tp(cls:li) < Guarp (cls:li) for all p
>
<0
Guar-share(cls:li) =
(4.9)
Spare(cls:li)
>
X
otherwise
>
>
: Tp(cls:li) Guarp(cls:li)Min-Guarp(cls:li)

Then the class guarantee Guarp (cls:li) is calculated as follows:

8
>
>
if Tp (cls:li) < Guarp (cls:li)
< Tp(cls:li)
Guarp (cls:li) =
(4.10)
>
>
: Min-Guarp(cls:li) + Guar-share
otherwise

Finally, the total utilization of the VP in the last class update interval is calculated.
Utilized =

X
p

Tp(cls:li)
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The counters Totalp (cls:li) are reset to 0 and the counter Util(cls:li) is incremented
by the value of Utilized.

(h) Long-term Regulation
The c{protocol achieves long-term regulation by recalculating the bandwidth allocated to
the VP carrying connectionless tra c at the end of every Tv time units. In the following,
Min-Cap(cls:li) denotes the minimum bandwidth guarantee provided by an ATM link to
a VP cls:li carrying connectionless tra c. First, the average utilization of each virtual
path over a VP update interval is calculated as follows:
LU(cls:li) = Util(cls:li)

length of VP update interval
length of class update interval

Then, the bandwidth at the ATM link is allocated among connection-oriented and connectionless tra c according to the following algorithm:
1. (a)

If LU(cls:li) is less than Cap(cls:li) then the capacity allocated to cls:li,
Cap(cls:li) is reduced to LU(cls:li).
or
(b) Otherwise Cap(cls:li) is set equal to Min-Cap(cls:li).

2. Connection-oriented tra c can allocate bandwidth from the capacity available at the
ATM link after performing the allocations in (1).
3. If the ATM link has any bandwidth remaining after the allocations in step (3), the
bandwidth is allocated to the VP carrying connectionless tra c.

4.2.2 Simulation Experiment
We now present a set of simulation experiments to demonstrate the capabilities of the c{
protocol. The experiments have been designed to highlight the eectiveness of the protocol
in achieving a fair and maximal bandwidth allocation in a changing network environment.
The simulation protocol has been implemented by modifying the source code of the REAL
(version 4.0) network simulator 22].
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Figure 4.4: Simulated Network.
We make the following assumptions in the simulations. The CL-PDU sizes are constant for all ows and set to 1056 bytes. This allows each CL-PDU to be split into twentyfour 44-byte chunks. These are carried across the network by 24 ATM cells using the AAL
3/4 adaptation layer. We chose AAL 3/4 over AAL 5 inspite of the latter's higher payload,
because AAL 3/4 allows multiplexing of ows over the same VP. Propagation delays are
small and set to 1 ms. Each source of a ow, i.e., a host, is assumed to have knowledge
of the oered load, and generates CL-PDUs after xed time intervals. Cell losses due to
transmission errors or buer overows at CLSs do not occur. The latter is achieved by
selecting the buer sizes at CLSs su ciently large. Also, end-to-end window ow control
mechanisms are not used in the simulation. Finally, the scheduling discipline at all CLSs is
assumed to be FIFO.
As shown in Figure 4.4, the topology of the simulated network consists of eight hosts,
S1 { S4 and D1 { D4, and three CLSs, C1 { C3. The network VPs, denoted by V1 and V2,
each have a capacity of 155 Mb/s. The VPs are part of ATM lines of capacity 622 Mb/s.
The minimum bandwidth guaranteed to connectionless ows at each ATM link, MlCL , is 93
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Mb/s. We assume that the total connection-oriented tra c load, 'lCO , is 467 Mb/s initially.
In accordance with long-term regulation policies, the VPs carrying connectionless tra c are
allocated the bandwidth unutilized by connection-oriented tra c. Therefore, V1 and V2
have an initial capacity ClCL of 155 Mb/s. We simulate the behavior of four ows from
three dierent ow classes: 0, I, and II. The bandwidth guarantees of the ow classes are
initially identical at all VPs, and denoted by G0, GI , and GII . The minimum guarantees of
the ow classes are equal at all VPs and denoted by M0 , MI , and MII . The values of the
class guarantees, the actual bandwidth guarantees initially, and the minimum guarantees
are given in Table 4.2. The actual bandwidth guarantees have been calculated using the
initial value of ClCL , 155 Mb/s.
All ows start out with a low oered load of 10 Mb/s initially and increase their loads
at dierent time instants. The parameters of the four ows in Figure 4.4, that is, source
host, destination host, route, ow class membership, nal oered load, and time of rst
CL-PDU transmission at the increased rate, are summarized in Table 4.3. Since each host
is the source or destination of at most one ow, we will use the source host to identify a
ow. The length of the ow update interval between calculations of share and quota values
is Tf = 1 second. The lengths of the class and VP update intervals are Tc = 10 seconds and
Tv = 50 seconds, respectively.
In order to demonstrate the eect of the three-level regulation mechanism clearly,
we have performed three simulation experiments. The rst experiment shows the eect
of short-term regulation alone. In this experiment the class guarantees as well as the VP
capacity is xed. The second experiment shows the eects of short-term and mediumterm regulation combined. We allow the class guarantees to be variable, that is, they
are regulated by our protocol. Only the capacity of the VPs remain xed. Finally, the
third experiment demonstrates long-term bandwidth regulation with both medium-term and
short-term regulation. The VP capacity as well as the class guarantees are now regulated
by our protocol. In the simulation experiments, we have made a few modications to the
protocol. In the medium-term regulation of class guarantees, we have tried to avoid sharp
increases or decreases in the guarantees to the ow classes. In the simulation, the guarantee
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class-0
class-I class-II
Initial Guarantees
G0 = 0:25 GI = 0:30 GII = 0:45
Bandwidth Guaranteed Initially 38.75 Mb/s 46.5 Mb/s 69.75 Mb/s
Minimum Guarantees
M0 = 0:13 MI = 0:15 MII = 0:23
Table 4.2: Class Guarantees.
Flow
Destination Route class Oered Start
(Source Host)
Host
Load Time (in s)
S1
D1
(V1  V2 ) 0 70 Mb/s t = 10
S2
D2
(V1  V2 ) II 65 Mb/s t = 20
S3
D3
(V1 )
II 70 Mb/s t = 30
S4
D4
(V2 )
I 80 Mb/s t = 40
Table 4.3: Flow Parameters.
of any ow class cannot drop below its minimum guarantee. Also, the end of any class
update interval, the guarantee cannot be increased by more than 20% of its previous value.

Short-term Regulation
In this experiment, both the medium-term and long-term regulations have been turned o
in order to demonstrate the eects of short-term regulation. The simulation results are
summarized in Figure 4.5 which depicts two graphs which show the bandwidth (in Mb/s)
utilized by each ow at the two VPs, V1 and V2 . Each data point in the graph corresponds
to the amount of data that is transmitted during a ow update interval of Tf = 1 second.
The experimental results have been veried with theoretically expected values from x4.2.1
and found to be accurate. Next we discuss the outcome of the simulation.


At t = 0, all ows S1{S4 start transmission with an initial oered load of 10 Mb/s
each. Each ow is underloaded and can send its entire load of 10 Mb/s.
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Figure 4.5: Short-term Regulation.


At t = 10, class-0 ow S1 increases its load to 70 Mb/s on VPs V1 and V2, which
exceeds the guarantee of class 0. As none of the other classes have utilized their full
guarantees, inter-class fairness allows class 0 to borrow extra bandwidth from the
other classes. This allows S1 to transmit at its oered load.



At t = 20, a class-II ow, S2, transmitting over VPs V1 and V2 increases its oered
load to 65 Mb/s. This causes class II to exceed its guarantee. However, inter-class
fairness permits class II to borrow su cient bandwidth from class I to allow S2 to
transmit at its oered rate.



At t = 30, ow S3 from class II increases its transmission on VP V1 with an oered
load of 70 Mb/s. Then, classes 0 and II require their respective bandwidth guarantees
on VP V1. Since there is no class-I tra c on VP V1, inter-class regulation permits
the bandwidth guarantee to class I to be split between classes 0 and II in the ratio
of their respective guarantees. As S1 is the only ow in class 0, it gets the entire
bandwidth available to its class. However, intra-class fairness causes the bandwidth
available to class II at VP V1 to be split evenly between S2 and S3. V1 thus becomes
the bottleneck for ows S1{S3.



At t = 40, ow S4 from class I becomes active on VP V2 with an increased load of 80
Mb/s. Since ow S4 requires its entire bandwidth guarantee of 46.5 Mb/s at VP V2,
inter-class regulation forces all other classes to reduce transmissions to their respective
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Figure 4.6: Medium-term Regulation.
guarantees. The reduced bandwidth at VP V2 decreases the throughput available to
S1 (from class 0), and causes a shift of ow S1's bottleneck from V1 to V2. This in
turn, makes bandwidth available for class-II ows on VP V1, yielding a throughput
increase for ows S2 and S3. This reduces the bandwidth available to ows S1 and
S4, which have their bottlenecks on V2, causing their throughputs to drop. The drop
in throughput of S1 causes another, smaller increase in the throughputs of S2 and S3.
Note from Figure 4.5 that the protocol requires a few iterations before settling at the
correct bandwidth allocation.

Medium-term Regulation
In this experiment, we have the same set of ows as in the ow level experiment, but now
we let the class guarantees be regulated by the medium-term regulation protocol. The
bandwidth allocated to the VPs V1 and V2 remains xed at 155 Mb/s each. The initial
bandwidth guarantees to each class as well as the minimum guarantees are as given in
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Table 4.2. The length of the class level update interval is Tc = 10 seconds. The simulation
results are summarized in Figure 4.6. The top pair of graphs shows, similar to Figure 4.5,
the bandwidth utilized by each ow. The bottom pair of graphs shows the guarantees
obtained by the ow classes 0{II at the two VPs. Both sets of experimental results have
been veried to satisfy the conditions for intra-class, inter-class, and class level fairness from
Subsections 4.1.1 and 4.2.1.


At t = 0, ows S1{S4 start transmission with oered load of 10Mb/s each. All ows
are underloaded and well within the class guarantee of each class.



At t = 10, class guarantees are updated. As in the preceding interval no class utilized
even their minimum guarantees, medium-term regulation reduces their guarantees
to their respective minimum guarantees. Therefore, the new guarantees for class
0, class I and class II are set to 12.5% (19.37Mb/s), 15% (23.25Mb/s), and 22.5%
(34.87Mb/s), respectively on both V1 and V2. The class-0 ow S1 increases its oered
load to 70 Mb/s on VPs V1 and V2, which exceeds the guarantee of class 0. Inter-class
fairness permits class 0 to borrow bandwidth from the other two classes. This allows
S1 to transmit at its oered load.



At t = 20, ow S2 of class II increases its oered load to 65 Mb/s on VPs V1 and
V2. Inter-class fairness allows class II to borrow unutilized bandwidth at both VPs.
This allows S2 to transmit at its oered load. As the utilization of class 0 exceeds its
guarantee at both VPs, class level fairness allows the class guarantee of class 0 to be
increased to 15% (23.25Mb/s) at both VPs V1 and V2.



At t = 30, ow S3 of class II increases its oered load to 70 Mb/s on V1. This causes
ows S1{S3 to become overloaded at V1. As there is no class-I ow in V1, inter-class
fairness causes the available bandwidth to be divided between class 0 and class II.
Both classes 0 and II have utilizations exceeding their guarantees. Therefore, class
level fairness allows their guarantees to be increased to 18% (27.9 Mb/s) and 27%
(41.85 Mb/s), respectively, on both VPs V1 and V2. Note that S 1 has received a
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higher throughput compared to the short-term regulation experiment. This is caused
by the fact that medium-term regulation has increased the bandwidth guarantee of
class 0 relative to that of class II. This gives class 0, and therefore ow S 1, a bigger
portion of the surplus bandwidth.


At t = 40, ow S4 of class I increases its oered load to 80 Mb/s on VP S2. This causes
S4 to become overloaded and the bottleneck of S1 to shift from V1 to V2. As in the
previous experiment, the bandwidth allocation to ows S1{S4 is determined by interclass and intra-class fairness requirements. Unlike in the previous experiment, class 0
has a higher bandwidth guarantee at V 2 than class I. This prevents the throughput
of S1 from decreasing. The guarantees of class 0 and class II are again increased
to 21.6% (33.48Mb/s) and 32.4% (50.22 Mb/s), respectively, on both V1 and V2, in
accordance with class level fairness.

Long-term Regulation
In this experiment, we consider that the connectionless tra c has to compete for bandwidth
with the connection-oriented tra c in the ATM network. The starting conditions for the set
of ows is the same as that obtained at t = 40 seconds in the experiment in . The simulation
results are summarized in Figure 4.7, which comprises three pairs of graphs. The top pair
shows the bandwidth allocated to the individual ows at the two links. The middle pair
of graphs display the bandwidth guaranteed to the ow classes at V1 and V2. Finally, the
bottom pair of graphs show the bandwidth allocated to the VPs V1 and V2. We show how
the protocol copes with a sudden increase in connection-oriented tra c. We assume that
the ATM network gives higher priority to connection-oriented tra c and therefore preempts
bandwidth from the VPs dedicated to the network of CLS.


At t = 50, the total oered load of connection-oriented tra c, 'lCO , increases to 600
Mb/s on both ATM links. As the connectionless tra c is currently using bandwidth
in excess of the minimum guarantee, long-term regulation causes bandwidth to be
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preempted from the VPs V1 and V2 and allocated to the VPs carrying connectionoriented tra c. The capacities of both V1 and V2, ClCL , are reduced from 155 Mb/s
to MlCL , i.e., 93 Mb/s. The total bandwidth allocated to connection-oriented tra c
is now 529 Mb/s. Throughputs of all ows are reduced proportionately, while still
satisfying inter-class and intra-class fairness requirements. The class guarantees to all
ow classes are also reduced proportionately while maintaining class level fairness.


At t = 100, 'lCO is reduced to 512 Mb/s, making 17 Mb/s available to connectionless
tra c. As the VPs V1 and V2 were fully utilized in the previous VP update interval,
long-term regulation allows their capacity, to increase by 17 Mb/s each. The new
capacity for both VPs is ClCL = 110 Mb/s. We observe that all ows increase their
throughputs immediately while maintaining both inter-class and intra-class fairness.
The class guarantees are also increased proportionately in accordance with class level
fairness criteria.



At t = 150, 'lCO is further reduced to 489 Mb/s, making 23 Mb/s available to connectionless tra c. As both VPs have fully utilized their allotted capacities, the unutilized bandwidth of 23 Mb/s is made available to them. The new VP capacity is
ClCL = 133Mb/s for both V1 and V2. The through puts of individual ows and the
class guarantees of ow classes are increased accordingly. It is to be noted here that
the protocol ensures that inter-class, intra-class and class level fairness criteria are
still satised.

